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Havana Contemporary Music Festival
(November 11-18) will let you get in touch
with the latest trends in contemporary
concert music.
Noviembre Fotográfico is a month-long
display of the best photography being
made on the Island, while Arte y Moda
(November 10-11) shows how art inspires
Cuban fashion designers. Espacios Ibsen
6, the Cuban-Norwegian Theater Days in
Havana, takes place from November 1-5.
Movie buffs will have several film weeks
this month, with showings of films from
Russia, Colombia, Belgium, Venezuela,
Poland and Italy at the Multicine Infanta
theater.

Welcome to the November 2017 Havana Anniversary issue of La Habana
magazine.
This month, Havana will be celebrating its 498th anniversary. The Villa de
San Cristóbal de La Habana was founded on November 16, 1519, with the first
mass being held under a ceiba tree on the former domain of the aboriginal chief
Habaguanex. If you happen to be Cuba’s capital round this time, we invite you
to join Habaneros who, on the strike of midnight, November 15, walk over to El
Templete led by Eusebio Leal, the City Historian. Once there, walk three times
round the ceiba while throwing a coin on every turn and making a wish.
But whether you’re in town or not, be sure to read this issue’s articles about the
architecture, famous landmarks, curiosities and legends of beautiful Havana,
one of the New7Wonders Cities.
November sees the start of Havana’s packed winter cultural calendar. From
art to photography, theater, music and dance, November has something for
everyone. The JoJazz festival for young jazz musicians (November 16-19) is an
opportunity to see Cuba’s best up-and-coming talents. And the International

If you like sports, then get your running
shoes ready for the 2017 Marabana, the
Havana Marathon that will take place on
Sunday, November 19, 7am start.
However, if you’re more of a salsa fan,
then you’ll have a whole week to learn the
“mysteries” of Cuban dancing thanks to
the 12th Dance in Cuba World Meeting of
Casino and Salsa Dancers and Academies
(November 12-17), with classes, competitions
and nightly concerts at Salón Rosado de La
Tropical where the best Cuban salsa bands
will be performing.
And be sure you don’t miss the mega
concert on December 1 by two music
legends in Cuba: the Revé and Van Van
bands, which promises to be one of the best
popular music events this year. Enjoy!
Abrazos! The LaHabana.com Team
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Mesón del Regidor - Intimate hotel
in the heart of UNESCO city stunner
This tiny hotel, with just four rooms, is found in a restored
ochre and blue Spanish colonial building in the heart of
Trinidad, a UNESCO World Heritage site.
It’s a cobblestone’s throw from the palaces-turned-museums,
and main square and church, of this beautiful city, and the
growing number of private restaurants.
EEUU - sales.us@cubatravelnetwork.com
1 800 282 2468 (Toll Free)
Europa - sales.europe@cubatravelnetwork.com
+31 (0)20 794 7962
Asia - sales.asia@cubatravelnetwork.com
1800 198 150 (Toll Free)
Rest of the world- sales.cu@cubatravelnetwork.com
+53 (0)7 214 0090

www.cubatravelnetwork.com
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November 16, 1519:
Havana’s birth
by Victoria Alcalá
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The Templete is a small neo classical building
constructed in the early 19th century to
commemorate the first Mass and council held in the
town of San Cristóbal de La Habana on November
16, 1519. Each year this event is celebrated by a
series of commemorative events the most notable of
which is the custom of walking three times around
the ceiba tree that is planted at the entrance of the
Templete. As Eusebio Leal has explained: “Someone
asked me once to explain why we walk around the
ceiba, as if poetry, which is the spice of life, could be
explained.” The clock is ticking down to the 500th
Anniversary on November 16, 2019.

magazine

Havana, November 15, hundreds of people wait at the door of the former
Palace of the Captains General, today Museum of the City, for a curious
procession to begin. The motley crowd is composed of smiling youths
and solemn elderly people, couples with their children and grandparents
with their grandchildren, lovers and lonely hearts. Many are wearing their
everyday clothes; others, their Sunday best and even new clothes for the
occasion.
It’s 6 o’clock and the chimes of the bells from the Castillo de La Real Fuerza
announce that the ceremony is about to start. Preceded by children from
nearby schools who carry the silver maces that once belonged to the Council
of Havana, and accompanied by a group of his collaborators, Eusebio leal
Spengler, Historian of the City of Havana, exits the Palace of the Captains
General. Someone cries: “Here comes Leal!” and the people who have been
waiting hours for this moment quickly join the procession and walk across
the Plaza de Armas to the Templete.
Although Leal’s words are always received with pleasure, the crowd is always
impatient. The Historian, who for many years has headed the procession,
senses this and is brief. He reminds his listeners that Havana will be
commemorating its half millennium in a few years and until then, Habaneros
rejoice in the celebration of the founding of the town called San Cristóbal de
La Habana.
nov 2017
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On the custom of walking three times around the ceiba tree that is planted
at the entrance of the Templete, Leal has said that “it is essential that
we walk around the tree and, in that spiral, ask time to stretch out its
hand…and know that the future can be only approached from the past.”
At the mere mention of the ceiba, which recalls the tree that existed
back in the 16th century and under whose shade the first Mass was
held, a stir takes hold of the long line of people, sensing that the time
is near for the procession round the tree to begin. The first person to
walk to the ceiba is Leal himself, who walks three times round the tree
throwing a coin on every turn. Then, the historian invites the public to
follow suit and the ritual begins and continues all night and into the
morning of the 16th.
Although according to tradition, waiting in line must be done in
absolute silence and what you are going to ask the tree for should be
kept a secret, it is almost impossible for a Cuban to keep quiet so long,
and pretty soon you can hear absolute strangers telling each other their
reasons for coming this night to Old Havana: cures for illnesses, happy
endings to unrequited loves, prosperity for newly started businesses,
the solution to lengthy immigration procedures, success in infertility
treatments, good results in university entrance examinations, finding
prince charming… Those with a more pragmatic approach to life simply
ask what the Spaniards sum up as “health and wealth.”
The details of the ritual have never been really established. No one can
say for sure if you only ask for one wish or a different one with every turn;
if you throw a coin every time you go round the tree or only one coin or
several at the end. The two currencies in Cuba also pose unprecedented
concerns. What will be most effective, an offering in moneda nacional
or in convertible pesos? Others are suspicious about the destination of
the money left under the tree or inserted in the tree trunk and the wellknown answer is that it is used for social works in Old Havana.
So, amidst, conversations, questions and suspicions, the hours go by
and with the break of day, the line begins to grow with workers before
they head off to their jobs in schools, hospitals, banks, stores, offices…
They too wish to dedicate some time and make a wish at the ceiba of
good fortune.
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The true story of the
founding of Havana
The location of the old town of Havana, founded by the
Spanish on the southwestern coast of Cuba in the early
16th century, has always been a controversial subject.
There is little historical information and, unfortunately, the
nature of the swampy terrain makes almost any archaeological
by Lucía Lamadrid
research in the place impossible.
photo Ana Lorena and Mene
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Mayabeque Beach

arrives
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On July 5, 1494, during his second voyage to the island of
Cuba, Christopher Columbus spent the night in today’s Playa
Mayabeque, located 61 km south of Havana. According to
the entry Columbus made in his diary that day, his ships were
supplied with drinking water from the Mayabeque River,
which was called Onicaginal, Onigagina or Güinicagina by
the natives. There is no doubt that he was referring to this
river and no other because it is the only river on the southern
coast that has clean, drinking water and the only one where
the palms trees at the mouth of the river come into close
contact with the seashore, another detail he wrote in his
diary that day.

Havana is founded on the banks of the Mayabeque River
Years later, on July 25, 1515, the Villa de San Cristóbal de la Habana was founded by Diego
Velázquez along the banks of the current Mayabeque River. The name of San Cristóbal, or
Saint Christopher, corresponds to the day of his celebration, apart from the fact that he is
the patron saint of travelers and sailors. At that time, it was a humble settlement made up
of bohíos with palm boards and palm leaf roofs that housed the Cabildo, that is, the town
council, the church and its main residents. It was the last of the first seven towns founded
in Cuba by the Spanish settlers.
The village provided water, fish bait, hides and skins, salted meat, yucca and other products
to the ships that sailed from the southern coast for the conquest and colonization of other
lands. Factors that led to founding the town in this area included the fertile soil of the
plains, the abundant waters of the fully navigable Mayabeque River basin, which was and
is the most important river in the territory, and available Indian workforce. Another plus
factor was the Ensenada de la Broa, a large bay which is one of the most suitable natural
sites to protect boats in this part of Cuba.
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Location of the old Villa of San
Cristobal de la Habana
It is almost impossible to say exactly where the Villa
de San Cristóbal de la Habana was located given
the lack of material evidence. However, according to
different speleological and archaeological studies, it
is believed that the first Villa de San Cristobal de La
Habana was founded to the west of the old Onicaginal
River, the site of a settlement of Siboney Indians led
by the cacique Habaguanex. Just like it would happen
in the Havana that we know today four years later,
the mass that celebrated the founding of the town
of San Cristobal de La Habana took place under an
enormous ceiba tree that grew there.
The Spaniards tried to create the town about 8
kilometers from the coast, avoiding the low and
muddy lands and taking advantage of the fact that the
mighty river was then navigable. According to an old
description of its location, the primitive San Cristóbal
de La Habana was located to the east of Batabanó,
around 58 kilometers from Cuba’s northern shore.

The Villa de San Cristobal de la Habana moves north
The Villa was maintained for four years but due to the shallow areas of the sea along
the coast, the frequent floods caused by tropical hurricanes, sea penetrations,
the overflow of rivers and the unhealthy environment of the nearby swamp where
mosquitoes thrived, its location was changed.
A group of residents began to immigrate to the northern coast, settling in the Chorrera,
on the shores of today’s Almendares River. This area was called Casiguaguas by the
Indians who lived there.
Unlike the south, the northern part of Cuba had a deeper coastline, a sheltered pocket
bay more given to navigation and magnificent conditions for building fortifications
and assuring its defense. Moreover, its favorable geographical position foretold
a promising economic development. The first to move to the northern coast was,
of course, the wealthy population, those who were economically, politically and
socially influential—the military, administrative and ecclesiastical hierarchy.
And on November 16, 1519, under a ceiba tree very near the sea, the Villa de San
Cristóbal de La Habana was officially founded on its present site.
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When
Havana
becomes

500

years old
by Victoria Alcalá , photo Ana Lorena and Mene
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Indeed, the city grew so quickly that by the 1920s and early 1930s, a new important period was
beginning with the start of the Plan Director de La Habana in 1925.
In the aim of becoming the “Nice of the Americas,” Jean Forestier, a legend among the architects
of the era, was hired. The road system was regulated and avenues such as Avenida del Puerto and
Avenida de las Misiones, or the Paseo del Prado got face-lifts as did the Malecón and a system of
wide thoroughfares, the calzadas, all the way down to Miramar’s Quinta Avenida. Parque Central
underwent changes and Parque de la Fraternidad was completed in record time. The Plan studied
the creation of major monuments celebrating government symbols: the National Capitol Building,
the University of Havana and the Plaza de la Loma project which was to become the physical center
of the city in the near future.

magazine

Cities go through moments of splendor and moments of
decadence. During its early centuries, Havana had far too
many fortresses, churches, convents and monasteries.
Its first great building boom occurred between 1834 and
1838 under the government of Miguel Tacón, a man who is
not fondly remembered for other things, but who was the
mastermind behind an intense period of transformation
for Havana. For this reason, that first period of splendor
has often been called “Tacón’s Havana”.
During those years, the Government House was restored
and was from then on called the Palacio de los Capitanes
Generales. The center of the city was defined, oddly
situated outside of the city walls, by the promenade Paseo
de Isabel II (today’s Prado), and the Campo Militar de
Marte was beautified and subsequently named Avenida
de Carlos III (currently known as Avenida Salvador
Allende). Paving and street lighting were improved, parks
and squares were opened and already existing ones, such
as the Plaza de Armas and Plaza de San Francisco de
Asís were revamped. The lavish Tacón Theater was built,
becoming one of the largest and most modern theaters in
the Americas at the time and putting the crowning touch
on that spurt of growth.
In the nineteenth century the city’s opulence was reflected
in palaces such as the Aldama and the O’Farrill, the new
Paseo del Prado gained popularity and the Christopher
Columbus Cemetery was inaugurated, a veritable openair funerary art museum.
When the Republic was installed, another period of
intensified building began. Monuments to José Martí,
Antonio Maceo and Máximo Gómez were erected; new
hospitals and churches were built; the Avenida del Puerto
was extended to La Punta and work went on to build the
Malecón right up to the site of today’s Maceo Park. The
Asbert Bridge linked El Vedado with Marianao along 23rd
Street and the so-called Pote bridge, a movable, steel
structure. appeared across the Almendares River, close
to where it flows into the sea.
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The creation of landscaped areas was given more value with
gardens along wide avenues, the areas around the Capitolio
and the Parque de la Fraternidad. Modern hotels, like the
Presidente and the Nacional, were being opened with all
the modern conveniences of the period. Projects to enlarge
airports and urban infrastructure were also afoot. With Plan
Forestier, Havana entered “adulthood.”
The city kept up to date with styles such as Art Nouveau,
generally relegated to unpretentious domestic architecture,
and Art Deco, which produced a number of tall buildings
such as the López Serrano, Bacardí, América and Solimar.
During the 1940s and 50s, Havana succumbed to a wave of
bold contemporaneity, chiefly seen in private residences, from
the Eutimio Falla Bonet home as early as 1939, to the lovely
Schulthess home in 1958, and buildings such as the Conjunto
Radiocentro, the Palacio de Bellas Artes (home to the then new
Museo Nacional), the Asclepios Clinic, the Retiro Odontológico
and Seguro Médico buildings, the Tribunal de Cuentas, the
duplex house on 23rd St. and 26th Ave., the emblematic Focsa
Building, Tropicana, Ciudad Deportiva, and the Havana Riviera
and Havana Hilton (today the Habana Libre) hotels. And
finally there was the Plaza Cívica José Martí, today’s Plaza de
la Revolución.
Most of the main construction in the Revolutionary period was devoted to the provinces,
especially to the abandoned Cuban hinterland, and the capital was somewhat ignored.
Nevertheless, during the first years of the Revolution, Havana saw the construction of
a number of landmarks: the residential neighborhood of La Habana del Este (1961), the
exceptional National Art School (1962), the Ciudad Universitaria José Antonio Echeverría
(1964, the Centro Nacional de Investigaciones Científicas (1965), the Pabellón Cuba, (1963)
the Coppelia Ice Cream Parlor (1966), and eventually Lenin Park (1972).
By the end of the 1980s Havana started to suffer a gradual deterioration because of the
economic situation besetting the Island. When it got to the point that we thought our
heritage would be lost, a tremendous impetus launched the restoration of the Historical
Center of Havana, salvaging not only buildings, but much of the tangible and intangible
heritage in the ancient part of our capital city.
A number of years ago, that deteriorated area began to take on a whole new look. Hotels
like the Telégrafo were rebuilt, others like the Saratoga were salvaged, and the Plaza,
Inglaterra and Ambos Mundos hotels were revived. Hundreds of installations, including
museums, concert halls, art galleries, schools, pharmacies, restaurants, taverns, shops,
homes, commercial establishments, banks and more have gotten a new lease on life through
patient and constant work.
nov 2017 13
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Recently the building process in the
oldest part of town has intensified:
the Gran Teatro de La Habana
and the Martí theaters have been
returned to their original glory. The
Alameda de Paula is practically
unrecognizable these days with
its splendid view over Havana
Bay, along with new shops and
restaurants. The Plaza de Armas,
Plaza de San Francisco, Plaza Vieja
and Plaza de la Catedral offer many
sightseeing opportunities. And the
Paseo del Prado is being restored
to its heyday standards.
Last
year,
Havana
was
acknowledged as a Wonder City of
the Modern World no doubt taking
into consideration the friendliness
of its inhabitants, the restored
heritage sites and the promise of
more improvements to come.
Buoyed up by the prospect of
celebrating the half millenium
anniversaries of the founding
cities of Cuba, I like to dream
about how my Havana will look
when it will be 500 years old. It
seems that Eusebio Leal won’t be
rushed into an early celebration of
the founding of the capital’s first
location; we’ll just have to wait
until 2019, the date, which based
on historic documents, the capital city will reach the half millennium of existence on its definitive site. By then, hopefully, all the areas surrounding the
Capitolio and the brand new Gran Hotel Manzana Kempinski La Habana will have been revamped in style; the Palacio Cueto, with its unique Baroque/Art
Nouveau blend will put the finishing touches on the Plaza Vieja area; the Customs Building will be seen in all its magnificence and Havana Bay will be
less polluted; and dozens of new restaurants, inns and other services will have opened their doors.
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I like to think that our zest to preserve the
beauties of the city will have extended far
beyond the limits of Old Colonial Havana. The
legendary Packard Hotel will be reopened,
and so will the Sofitel So La Habana on the
intersection of Prado and Malecón, a corner
which has inspired a number of non-realized
plans; the Malecón will be more welcoming
and it will continue to protect the city from the
fury of the sea; the magnificent Yara Cinema
(formerly the Radiocentro) will be functioning
in a totally restored fashion; the Retiro Médico
will have recovered its elegance; La Rampa
will return to being a “state of mind” even
though the mikis, reparteros and emos (or
their heirs) will still be there, populating the
Calle G nights.

And we will see more trees, parks, flowers, theaters, cultural centers, buses…
and less noise, potholes, leaks and peeling walls. Dreaming costs nothing
and so I dream that the suburbs, which also belong to Havana, will also fall
under the renovating spell and help the city celebrate its grand birthday. I’m
not talking about a hotel in working-class neighborhoods like Cotorro or a
real estate office in Luyanó, but as the King of filin, José Antonio Méndez,
used to sing: “cement, brick, sand, / those are three good things / for my
home in Los Pinos.”
Right now I’m imagining the former town of San Cristóbal both new and the
same, awaiting its children to come out on November 16, 2019 to sing our
Happy Birthday song: “Felicidades, Habana, en tu día, / que lo pases con sana alegría, / muchos siglos de paz y armonía, / felicidad, felicidad, felicidad”.
[Happy birthday, Havana, on your day; / may you spend it in wholesome joy; / many centuries of peace and harmony; / happiness, happiness, happiness!]
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by Victoria Alcalá
photo Ana lorena and Mene

Havana has always been a very cosmopolitan city, open to
different influences. As a port city, it is constantly used to
the comings and goings of fleets, of receiving people from
every continent, some in transit and others arriving as
conquerors or refugees from wars and conflicts; a few of
these people succumb to the city’s charms and end up as
“adopted” habaneros.

Havana:
an

The Spanish and African peoples have left the most visible
marks, but Chinese, Arabs, Jews, French, Belgians, Americans,
Russians…all have left their imprint on the spirituality, tastes
and idiosyncrasies of the city’s inhabitants.
Since spiritual heritage is extremely difficult to pinpoint
and one could fall into the customary common perceptions
of vociferous Africans, homesick Spaniards or pragmatic
Yanks, I would instead like to talk about the solidity of stone,
the tangible testimony of architecture, in order to show my
city as a portion of that “ajiaco,” or stew, which, for Cuban
ethnologist Don Fernando Ortiz, is the “Cuban essence” and
in this case particularly, the “Havana essence.”
That’s why it is better to leave behind the colonial era
when the Spanish presence, rather than being assimilated,
was imposed by blood and fire and whose architectural
monuments, many of which are admirably preserved, are
very well known.
The twentieth century opened with the presence of the
interventionist US Army, the dismantling of the Spanish
colonial apparatus and the installation of the Republic. But
the Spanish dominion having ceased over the Island did not
mean that the Spaniards or their legacy disappeared. It will
never be known exactly how many of them remained in Cuba
with their families, customs and preferences while others
arrived in the first years of the Republic with their dreams of
making a fortune (and of escaping military service in Spain).
And so the imprint of the Iberian Peninsula on Havana
architecture would continue well into the century.
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Sevilla Hotel

There was an element that made a perfect link with the eclecticism being
imposed: the Mudéjar style. This in turn was Hispanic-Arabic syncretism
seen all over Spain for eight hundred years and very evident in our first
colonial buildings. The Cuban Creole Neo-Mudéjar is very evident, for
example, in the Sevilla Hotel (Trocadero St. on the corner of Zulueta St.;
1908; engineers José Toraya and Aurelio Sandoval), whose façade and
interiors celebrate a connection with Granada’s Alhambra; in the Palacio de
las Ursulinas (Egido and Sol streets, 1913, attributed to Toraya) and in its
neighbor the Universal Cinema (1942); and lavishly visible in the splendid
“castle” of the La Tropical Gardens (1912), whose interiors also make
reference to the Alhambra. The use of Moorish arches in multiple and often
surprising combinations, and tiles from Seville trimming the baseboards,
façades and interiors was relatively commonplace.

Saratoga Hotel
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The explosion of modernism or Art Nouveau in the Island is also very much
connected to Spain, to such a degree that it was sometimes referred to as
“Catalan style.” Perhaps it was used in a pejorative sense because it departed so
drastically from Academic canons, but it is well-known that since the nineteenth
century, Catalans had been very active in building in the Capital. The name of
Mario Rotllant from Barcelona stands out: he was the proprietor of the cement
company bearing his name, dedicated not just to building but also to producing
cement and plaster decorations for interiors. Rotllant was in charge of several
of the best examples of Art Nouveau in Cuba, such as the stylistically unified
group of homes on Cárdenas St. with their curvilinear forms, delicate grillework and voluptuous plant forms, as well as other remarkable examples like the
residence of Dámaso Gutiérrez in the neighborhood of Víbora (Patrocinio 103,
between Saco and Heredia) and the Masía L’Ampurdá in Sevillano (Gertrudis
St. on the corner of Revolución St). Later, something we could call “neoGaudinism” would permeate a number of avant-garde Cuban buildings. We can
recognize it in the parabolic arches of the Tropicana Nightclub, just to mention
one example. When in the 1960s the multiform structures of the National Arts
School was built, architects used the tested economy and efficacy of Catalan
vaults.
But it was not just the Catalans who made use of these influences: Cuban
architect Eugenio Dediot designed the building known as El Cetro de Oro
(301 Reina St., between Campanario and Manrique, Centro Habana; ca. 1905)
for a business that took up its ground floor. Today, despite its sad state of
deterioration, we can still admire a profusion of delicate Art Nouveau resources.
The Crusellas House, also on Reina, St., remodeled by Cuban architect Alberto
de Castro, pulled together some attractive Art Nouveau elements in the original
structure. The La Tropical Gardens (1904), at the beer and malt beverage
factory belonging to the Blanco Herrera family originally from Catalonia, were
supervised by Ramón Magriñá and they provide yet another demonstration of
how Art Nouveau sensuality was inserted into the Creole milieu.
Havana residents were partial to the exotic delights of Chinese porcelain, but
there are few visible examples around of the Chinese presence in architecture.
Nonetheless, the large Chinese community in the city managed to superimpose
some of their identifying traits when they put up buildings in Chinatown,
surprise us with Chinese features in places so far from downtown Havana as
Párraga, and especially in the Chinese Cemetery (26th St. on the corner of
Zapata Ave., Nuevo Vedado; ca. 1893; architect Isidro A. Rivas).
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The very closed circle of the Jewish community has hardly left any physical traces of their presence in Havana. Nevertheless, the Patronage of
the Jewish Community (13th St. on the corner of I St., El Vedado; 1953; architect Aquiles Capablanca) intelligently chose the dynamism of
the modern architectural movement combined with a detailed study of Hebrew traditions and the ideas being used to build synagogues at
the time in the US to build their own Beth Shalom Synagogue. From a distance, it can be recognized by its giant reinforced concrete arch
symbolizing the rainbow that announced the end of the Great Flood. These days the former Patronahe functions as the Bertolt Brecht
Cultural Center, but the synagogue remains open for its congregation on the weekends.

Bertolt Brecht Cultural Center

It is quite another picture when we examine the
US influence on domestic, civil and even religious
architecture. The imposing and inevitable National
Capitol Building (the city block bordered by Prado,
San José, Industria and Dragones streets, Centro
Habana; 1929) was initially a project directed by
architects Eugenio Rayneri Sorrentino and his son
Eugenio Rayneri Piedra, but underwent numerous
changes at various times under Félix Cabarrocas,
Evelio Govantes, Raúl Otero and José M. Bens
Arrarte. Built by the firm of Purdy and Henderson,
it is one of those cases showing the preference for
imitating “classical” styles as a demonstration of
family or company power, magnified here by the fact
that it was the representation of the government
itself since the building housed the Senate and the
House of Representatives. In its opulent interiors
overloaded with bronze, Carrara marble and
hardwoods, the Hall of Lost Steps (Salón de los
Pasos Perdidos) amazes us with its monumental
Statue of The Republic. On the exterior, the massive
entrance staircase, the giant statues flanking the
entrance, the dome (one meter higher than the
dome of the Washington Capitol, as Cubans are
fond of boasting) and the landscaping by Forestier
provide the city with a magnificent landmark.
Currently under major restoration, it is planned to
become the home of the National Assembly of the
People’s Power.
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Obviously the first Cuban skyscrapers were influenced by the North, just like bank buildings. A typical example is the Banco Nacional (Obispo and Cuba
streets, Old Havana; 1907 and 1919; architect José Toraya), commissioned to (wonder of wonders!) the firm of Purdy and Henderson, who were in charge
of designing a steel-frame building with foundations, roofs and floors of reinforced concrete, brick paneling and a marble facade decorated with carved
stone. It had a Corinthian colonnaded portico that held up the giant pediment. Inside, the rooms were organized around a central courtyard, which, after
the second floor, had no roof, and it made lavish use of marble, bronze and hardwoods. Today it is the headquarters of the Ministry of Finance.
Neither religious architecture (which up to
the beginning of the century was practically
the sole domain of the Catholic Church) nor
domestic architecture was unable to escape
the influence of the United States. And so we
saw the proliferation of a number of Protestant
churches, California bungalows, homes and
buildings inspired by Art Deco or the Modernist
Movement as it appeared in the United States.
Perhaps the most outstanding example would
be the house of the Swiss banker Alfred
Schulthess (19 A St. between 150 and 190
streets, Cubanacán; 1958; architect Richard
Neutra, in collaboration with Cuban architects
Raúl Álvarez and Enrique Gutiérrez). This
was the only work in Cuba by the famous
Austrian-born US architect Richard Neutra,
who has a long list of celebrated houses, like
the Kaufmann Dessert House, just to name
one example. The compositional clarity,
transparence and elegant sobriety of the
design were complemented by the gardens
by Brazilian landscape architect Roberto
Burle Marx. These days the house is used as
residence for the Swiss Ambassador in Cuba.
The American influence is also substantial
in hotel architecture as in the cases of the
Nacional, Riviera and Habana Libre hotels (the
latter, the ex-Havana Hilton Hotel).

National Hotel
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Furthermore, there is also a sometimes diffused European presence, with unexpected examples, like the Reformed Presbyterian Church (214-222 Salud
St. between Lealtad and Campanario streets, Centro Habana; 1906 ―or 1907; architect Benjamin de la Vega?), a project imported from the US but carrying
a strong Scottish neo-Gothic influence that can be appreciated, for instance, in its striking campanile crowned by a weather vane with the shape of a
rooster. Thanks to an interesting article by essayist Gina Picard, I learned a few facts about a house I had often noticed in Santos Suárez, at 109 Heredia
St. between Estrada Palma and Luis Estévez streets, which was built in 1909 in a rather unusual European style. Picard tells us that there are two
versions about its filiation. According to its present owners, it was built by a Jewish family whose son had studied in Holland and he conceived the design
as something representing typical Dutch architecture. But this same house appears catalogued within the Arts and Crafts movement in the Journal
of Decorative and Propaganda Art. Cuba Theme Issue (Japan, Wolsson Foundation, No. 22, 1996). When we recall that the Arts and Crafts Movement
preceded Art Nouveau, then this is rather a rare example we have sitting on a street in Santos Suárez.

Our Lady of Kazan Holy Orthodox Cathedral

Perhaps even more mysterious than the little house on Heredia St.
is the small “castle” in the Lawton neighborhood of 10 de Octubre
district. With its stone walls and red pitched roof, it looks like it
materialized from some remote French or German town. I have not
been able to dig up any information about it. At some point it was
a restaurant, but I do not know its function today. Another building
that escapes the traditional eclectic codes of the era is the modest
Tudor style building which houses the Manuel Saumell Elementary
School of Music (660 F St., El Vedado; 1925). When we look at the
Alberto de Armas house (9, 2nd St., Miramar; 1926; architect Jorge
Luis Echarte) we are treading on somewhat firmer ground: larger
and more imposing than the previous examples we have cited,
known popularly as the House of the Green-Tiled Roof (Casa de las
Tejas Verdes), its steep pitched roof, tower and spire, and dormer
windows immediately draw our attention to it as we exit the tunnel
connecting El Vedado and Miramar.
From the mid-1960s, the El Conejito Restaurant (M St. on the corner
of 17th St., El Vedado; 1966; architect Gustavo Botet) brazenly refers
to the traditional English world of hare hunting, both in its interior
and the exterior. Finally, well into the twenty-first century, Our Lady
of Kazan Holy Orthodox Cathedral went up on Avenida del Puerto in
2008. Its golden onion domes shining over the Historical Center of
Havana contradict Eusebio Leal’s observation that the Soviets had
not left even the name of a drink in Cuban culture. A tiny piece of
Moscow inserted into the Cuban capital is just the dollop of sour
cream missing in our Havana stew •
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Reserve one flight and travel
to three destinations
It’s now possible to take one flight and unite three popular Cuban
destinations. To save time, you can now take advantage of the daily
Boeing 737 departure from Havana and travel to Holguín and Cayo
Coco. This offer lasts until October 2017.
Two daily flights, one in the morning, the other in the afternoon, will
transport you to explore these three destinations.
Havana. The cultural and nightlife epicenter of Cuba.
Holguín. Known as the city of parks, we suggest you visit the
emblematic Hill of the Cross.
Cayo Coco. Known for its exotic nature and beautiful beaches, here
you’ll find comfort and rest in its modern resorts.

Enjoy your vacations
to the max with one
flight and three
destinations

CubaTravelNetwork.com
US - sales.us@cubatravelnetwork.com | 1 800 282 2468 (Toll Free)
Europe - sales.europe@cubatravelnetwork.com | +31 (0)20 794 7962
Asia - sales.asia@cubatravelnetwork.com | 1800 198 150 (Toll Free)
Rest of the world - sales.cu@cubatravelnetwork.com | +53 (0)7 214 0090
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How many
Havanas make
up Havana?
by Victoria Alcalá
photo Ana lorena and Mene
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Over the years,
Havana has been a
changing
capital.
Of course it first
started out as what we today call La Habana Vieja,
Old Havana, with its imposing forts and government
buildings, lordly mansions, churches and squares. But in
the nineteenth century that quarter began to mix up all
sorts of functions and became more popular, so whoever
could do so moved elsewhere to gain back their sense
of privacy. They drifted towards the splendid estates of
El Cerro which very soon suffered a decline for exactly
the same reasons which saw it grow: the invasion of the
“masses”. Or maybe it was because the ancient area of
the city walls became part of the urbanization process,
occupied by luxurious small palaces.

Nowadays,
the Historical
Center of Old
Havana has once more taken on some of its ancient
splendor thanks to the restoration program of the Office
of the City Historian lead by Eusebio Leal. Not only is it a
tourist magnet, it also constitutes one of the undeniable
cultural centers of the city. Any one of its residents can
become a spontaneous guide after having heard the
Historian speak so many times.
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By the twentieth century, El Vedado was known as the chic part of town,
preferred by the upper bourgeoisie for their residences surrounded by metal
grillwork fences and gardens that isolated them from the roar of the traffic and
the curiosity of the “plebs.” This select piece of real estate gradually started to
fill up with tall buildings, offices, the best cinemas, nightclubs, restaurants,
and small theaters that stamped it with a modern cosmopolitan air that it still
possesses. In the present day, it is the heart of Havana nightlife.
Some of the upper class families once more took up their exodus, moving even
further west to what is now Playa Municipality, following the coastline towards
Miramar, Alturas de Miramar and the neighborhoods known as Atabey, Siboney
and Cubanacán, all aboriginal names that were adopted after 1959, having
nothing in common with the residential enclaves around the Country Club Park
or the Biltmore. Most of these exclusive areas didn’t even have any bus service.
As soon as all the private beach clubs were opened to the general public
and with the building of the Art School (1960-1963), the Convention Center
(1979) and some hotels in the 1990s, accompanied by new restaurants, Playa
Municipality, which is joined to El Vedado by a tunnel and the famous Steel
Bridge (Puente de Hierro), took on a more lively profile, but it still maintains a
lot of the exclusivity it acquired at the start of its existence.
As for Centro Habana, it became the business center for the entire city after
the 1930s. Movie theaters like the Payret, the Rex-Duplex, the National
Theater (today the Alicia Alonso Grand Theater of Havana), a wide assortment
of department stores such as El Encanto (the largest and most luxurious store,
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which was destroyed by a sabotage
attack during the early years of the
Revolution), Fin de Siglo, Flogar, La
Época or La Filosofía. Shoe stores,
jewelers, furniture and perfume shops…
the variety was infinite, every kind
of business imaginable. And there
were dozens of stores in Chinatown, a
must visit for anyone wanting to cook
Chinese fried rice at home. People
living in the outskirts often say: “I’m
going to Havana” whenever they’re
going downtown for any reason. Even
if today the buildings are looking a bit
run-down and nobody goes “windowshopping” anymore, Centro Habana
still conserves that lively spirit of

times gone by. The streets are always
filled with people and refurbished
Chinatown, even though you can
no longer buy sausages, beans and
other delicacies there, has dozens
of Chinese restaurants that serve
menus that have more to do with San
Francisco than Beijing.
Nevertheless, far off the usual tourist
trail, we have “other Havanas.”
Regla, Casablanca and Guanabacoa,
all on the far side of Havana Bay and
the last of these with an interesting
historical downtown area, are lovely
places full of deep-rooted traditions.
If you should be having a streak of bad

luck, someone will always recommend
a trip to Guanabacoa because it’s
famous for babalawos. Many go to
Regla to ask the “Black Virgin” for
something, or to fulfill a promise and
at Casablanca people go to admire
the monumental statue of The Christ.
Still further east are La Habana del
Este and the Villa Panamericana:
they prove that it is possible to plan
popular neighborhoods without the
sparseness and ugliness of their
neighbor Alamar. All three are known
as “dormitory” towns whose residents
conduct most of their social and
cultural lives on the other side of
the tunnel but in the summer take
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advantage of the excellent beaches
nearby, such as the most popular
two, Santa María del Mar and Boca
Ciega. The fishing village of Cojímar,
which lies between Habana del Este
and Villa Panamericana, basks in the
memory of Hemingway; it is both a
town and a beach and this seems to
have molded the personalities of the
people who live there, always ready
to welcome the curious who are on
the trail of Papa and The Old Man and
the Sea without altering their daily
routines.
The municipality of Diez de Octubre,
one of the most densely populated in
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Cuba (it is practically a city in itself with a population of well over 200,000)
connects to downtown Havana by the avenue of the same name. This road
used to be called Jesús del Monte and joined the city to the nearby rural areas.
You can see amazing variety throughout this municipality. Luyanó has humble
houses and rooming houses and is known to be rowdy, extroverted and often
bellicose. The somewhat sleepy and laid-back Lawton and Santos Suárez have
undergone a kind of renaissance in their old mansions thanks to a recent wave
of real estate fever. The same has happened in La Víbora and even in tree-shaded
Sevillano whose inhabitants are known for being rather private even though
extremely friendly amongst themselves, sharing news, gossip and homemade
desserts. The novelty of well-appointed private restaurants springing up has
resulted in seeing families who are all dressed up and going out to celebrate
some special occasion at places that offer menus a little more “sophisticated”
than the usual pizza or comida criolla.
There are places in Havana that haven’t been able to shake off their rural pasts:
Santa María del Rosario, Santiago de las Vegas, Calabazar and El Calvario.
They are very much like any typical provincial town with their large central
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park presided over by the church. Santa María del Rosario, for example, is even
in the heritage category. The people living there are a little warier than “big
city” folk.
Some parts of Marianao also remind you of a past that was more rural than
urban, but others are bubbling with unique popular spirit, religious beliefs,
music, tastes and smells, much like what happens in El Cerro whose main
road, under the inevitable patina of time, retains the ancient splendor of large
estates surrounded by humbler buildings, narrow streets and spontaneous folk
always ready to cheer on the Industriales baseball team in the neighboring
Latinoamericano Stadium. A little further in the Casino Deportivo, modern
homes, well-looked after gardens and generally deserted streets remind you
more of Nuevo Vedado than the bustle of El Cerro to which it officially belongs.
And so those are the “Havanas,” different from each other and contrasting. Only
those who are brave enough to penetrate the “hinterlands,” leaving behind the
advertised tourism routes, can really get to know a city that can live and vibrate
with the sea at its back •
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How did
Havana
get its
name?
By Lucía Lamadrid
Photos Y. del monte
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According to some researchers, the
word Habana is nothing more than
a corruption of the Haitian word
sabana, which means savannah.
Now the question here is why Cuban
natives, who had their own language,
would have turned to a loanword
that was clearly unnecessary.
The City Historian, Eusebio Leal
Spengler, however, is partial to the
theory according to which the name
of our capital comes from a cacique
called Habaguanex who ruled this
area on the island. This seems to
be by all standards the most worthy
explanation.
Yet another thesis comes from
the American linguist William D.
Whitney who in the 19th century held
that the word Havana (for centuries,
it appeared in official documents
with either “b” or “v”) came from the
English word haven, which means
harbor, port, a refuge. This, however,
seems a little far-fetched.
And there is still one more
explanation, which, as all legends
go, is quaint and intriguing because,
it is said, it is based on facts.
It is the story of an Indian woman
called Guara who, having fallen in
love with a Spanish conquistador,
tells him how and where his men
could take an Indian settlement.
When she saw the carnage caused by
the Spanish soldiers among the men
and women of her race, the village
burned to the ground and the blood
dampening the earth, Guara went
mad. Disheveled and wild-eyed, she
wandered the woods until one day,
cursing herself, she threw herself
into the fire and burned to death.
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The Indian women of her tribe
mourned her, repeating over and
over the word “habana,” which in
the Arhuaco language means “she is
crazy”.
About the origin of the word Habana,
Cuban author Gina Picart has
brilliantly said:

Whatever the truth around this matter,
too much time has gone by and time
brings with it the hands of oblivion
that erase and bury everything.
Perhaps it will never be possible to
really know the origin of the name of
this beautiful city that looks out to
the Caribbean as if asking the waves
about its fate.
Curiously, though, if we try to translate
the full name of our capital and we
take the literal meaning of port and
the legend of Guara, that is, madness,
the result would be that the name
of the capital of Cuba would mean
more or less “the porter of madness,”
which fits Habaneros very well given
that their temperament is explained
in the cosmopolitan insanity of living
intensely every minute of existence,
until Life passes by and leaves them
with a brief and definitive farewell •
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The Indian
girl named
Habana
From Cuban Legends,
a compilation by
Salvador Bueno

The Spaniards had arrived from their voyage around the
island of Cuba at a site where a great rock rose like sheltering
a beautiful harbor. The Spaniard in command saw that
they could anchor their ships there, while they protected
themselves from the strong winds that were lashing them.
It was one of those days after a storm in which the recently
showered vegetation shows its brilliant green hues, birds
chirp happily in their flight, songbirds let out clear notes
from their privileged throats into the air, and flowers open
their corollas to the warm rays of the sun.
The officers had gone out to explore the marvelous island,
and seeing the rising crowns of a group of royal palms, they
walked towards them. And, oh! to their surprise, they saw
the most beautiful young Indian woman you can imagine
sitting on a rock. Her long, jet black hair resembled a cloak
that covered her well-shaped bronzed body, which gleamed
like burnished metal. She had just bathed in a pool of fresh
water and had sat down on top of the rock to dry.
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“Who are you, beautiful Indian?” they asked.
“Habana,” she said with dignity.
“What is this place called?”
“Habana,” she answered again.
“Who is your father?
“Habanex,” she replied proudly and fearlessly.
The Spaniards were astonished at such serenity and beauty. The Indian girl
sitting on the rock looked like a bronze statue.
“Please, tell me, what is your name?”
“Habana,” the Indian girl repeated clearly.
“Well then, from now on this place will be called Habana.”
The Indian girl made a circular gesture, like encompassing her surroundings,
and said, “Habana, Habana.” And touching her chest, as if meaning “I,” she
repeated: “Habana.”
By then, one of the officers who had a knack for painting had sketched the beautiful
Indian girl on the rock and had written one word beneath the drawing: Habana.
Two centuries later, the statue of La India was made following that sketch.

Fuente de la India or La Noble Habana
This fountain, which is known as the Fountain of
the Indian Girl or Noble Habana, is a representation
of the mythical Indian woman called Habana, the
daughter of Habaguanex, the cacique who ruled in
the area before the arrival of Columbus.
The fountain, which is around three meters high,
was brought from Italy in 1837 and designed by
the Italian architect Giuseppe Gaggini. Made in
white Carrara marble, the Indian woman sits on
a pedestal surrounded by four dolphins, which
are the dispensers of the water that falls on huge
shells. She is adorned with a crown of feathers,
while on her left hand she holds a cornucopia of
Cuban fruits. On her right hand, she holds an oval
shield bearing the city’s coat of arms.
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CURIOSITIES
ABOUT HAVANA

The oldest church in Havana
Espíritu Santo Church, Corner of Cuba and Acosta streets, Old Havana
The original building was built in 1638 as a chapel for freed slaves and established around 1661 as
the second parochial church of the city. Although very little or nothing remains of the building due to
successive reconstructions and remodeling in the 18th and 19th centruries, in its general expression, the
characteristics of the primitive building have been preserved.

The oldest building in use
in Havana
117-119 Obispo St., Old Havana
The home of Antonio Hoces Carrillo is
one of the best preserved 17th-century
Havana mansions. It was located in the
most important place in town, right
across the former Main Parochial Church.
It is now home to the Mural Painting
Museum.
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The smallest street in Havana
Enna St, behind the Templete
The smallest street in Havana, popularly known as Callejón
del Templete (Templete Alley), is only 20 meters long and
3 meters wide (65 feet long by 10 feet wide). It is situated
behind El Templete, a monument that commemorates the
place where the city of San Cristóbal de La Habana was
founded and the first mass was held.

The most visited grave in Havana
Colón Cemetery, El Vedado, Havana
The grave of Amelia Goyri de la Hoz, popularly
known as La Milagrosa (The Miraculous One), is a
scared place, venerated and respected by believers
and nonbelievers alike. Her image is well-known in
Cuba and abroad. Amelia died from eclampsia and
the legend goes that she was buried together with
her stillborn baby at her feet. When her tomb was
opened some years later, the dead child was found
in Amelia’s arms. Since then, the mother has been
the center of popular myth and is celebrated as the
Miraculous One, symbolizing eternal hope.

The oldest postbox
in Cuba
Plaza de la Catedral,
Old Havana
The oldest postbox in the
Island is built into the stone
façade of the former home of
the Marquis and Marquise de
Arcos, located in Cathedral
Square. Sculpted in stone,
the mailbox represents the
Greek tragic mask, with
the aperture of the mouth
serving to deposit the mail.
An interesting fact is that the
mask-postbox continues to
serve its original purpose.
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The largest indoor statue
in Cuba
Estatua de la República, Capitol
Building, Old Havana
The Statue of the Republic (Estatua de la
República) by Italian sculptor Angelo Zanelli
is located in the foyer of the Capitol Building
in Havana, exactly beneath the dome. Cast
in bronze in Rome, it is covered with 22 carat
gold leaf and weighs 49 tons. At 17.54 meters
tall, it is the third highest statute under cover
in the world.

The first aqueduct in Havana
Callejón del Chorro, Plaza de la Catedral, Old Havana
The oldest postbox in the Island is built into the stone façade of the former
home of the Marquis and Marquise de Arcos, located in Cathedral Square.
Sculpted in stone, the mailbox represents the Greek tragic mask, with the
aperture of the mouth serving to deposit the mail. An interesting fact is
that the mask-postbox continues to serve its original purpose.

The largest religious pilgrimage in Cuba
El Rincón
In mid-December, the largest religious pilgrimage in Cuba takes place
in celebration of the Catholic feast of St. Lazarus. On December 17,
thousands upon thousands of people from various parts of Cuba go out
of their way to visit the church of the leper colony located in the town of
Rincón, about 25 miles south of Havana.
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BEST EVENTS
THIS MONTH

CENTRO DE DESARROLLO DE LAS
ARTES VISUALES
Through January 20

VII Salón de Arte Contemporáneo Cubano will
present 40 projects and 60 actions, mostly by
young artists, in a collaboration.... •
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BEST EVENTS THIS MONTH

Our suggestions
for the best
events you won’t
want to miss

TEATRO NACIONAL.
SALA AVELLANEDA
November 4 at 8:30 pm

En punta
Debut of the brand new Cuban dance
company Un Paso Más... •
CIUDAD DEPORTIVA
ORATORIO SAN FELIPE NERI
René Pape

November 23 at 7 pm
Concert by international superstar René
Pape, one of the leading basses of his
generation and winner of important
international awards, including two
Grammy Awards... •

December 1 at 8:30 pm

Popular Music
De Revé a Van Van
Mega concert by two music legends in Cuba: the Revé
and Van Van bands, led, respectively, by Elito Revé and
Samuel Formell, sons and heirs to both Cuban musical
thrones. Tickets on sale starting November 22 at Artex
stores in Havana and through the Paradiso agency at
www.paradiso.com •
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LIVE MUSIC VENUES

CASA DE LA MÚSICA MIRAMAR
Avenida 35 esq. a 20, Miramar
T: 7204 0447

Mon-Sun at 5 PM & 11 PM

Various popular live bands
Phone for weekly program •

The best live music in Havana

LIVE
MUSIC
VENUES

Mondays at 11 pm

Sur Caribe •
Tuesdays at 5 pm

Pedrito Calvo •
Wednesdays at 11 pm

Juan Guillermo •
Thursdays at 5 pm

Pupy y los que Son Son •
Fridays at 5 pm

El Niño y la verdad •
Fridays at 11 pm

NG La Banda •
CAFÉ CANTANTE

PIANO BAR DIABLO TUN TUN

TEATRO NACIONAL

CASA DE LA MÚSICA MIRAMAR

Paseo y 39, El Vedado

Avenida 35 esq. a 20, Miramar

T: 7878 4275

T: 7204 0447

Mon-Sat

Various live music concerts
Phone for weekly program •
Mondays at 9 PM

Manana Club •
Wednesdays at 5 pm

Qva Libre (fusion) •
Thursdays at 5 pm

Karamba (fusion) •

Wed-Sun at 5 PM & 11 PM

Various live music concerts
Phone for weekly program •
Wednesdays at 5 PM

Aisar y el Expresso de Cuba •
Wednesdays at 11 PM

Osain del Monte (rumba) •
Thursdays at 5 PM

Ray Fernández (trova) •
Thursdays at 11 PM

NG la Banda •
Sundays at 5 PM

Discotemba •
nov
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LIVE MUSIC VENUES

CABARET TURQUINO
HOTEL HABANA LIBRE
Calle L e/ 23 y 25, El Vedado
T: 7834 6100

Phone for weekly program

Mondays at midnight

La Corte •
Tuesdays at midnight

Fiebre Latina •
Wednesdays at midnight

Caribe Girls •
Thursdays at midnight

La Tabla •
Fridays at midnight

Mónica Mesa •
HABANA CAFÉ
HOTEL COHÍBA
Paseo e/ 1ra y 3ra, El Vedado
T: 7833 3636 (after 6pm)

Phone for weekly program •

Saturdays at midnight

Mon-Sun from 10 pm to 11 pm

La Tabla •

Tribute to Buena Vista Social Club with the
performances of the Rakatán Dance Company
and the Jesús “Aguaje” Ramos Project •

Saturdays at midnight

Calle Cuba •

Saturdays

Various popular Cuban bands •

LA CASA DE 18

SALÓN ROJO

EL SAUCE

SARAO’S BAR

Calle 18 e/ 5ta. y 7ma., Miramar

HOTEL CAPRI

Calle 9na. e/ 120 y 130, Playa

Calle 17 esq. E, El Vedado

T: 7204 1212 & 7204 1718 ext. 105

Calles 21 y N, El Vedado

T: 7204 7114 y 7204 7061

T: 7832 0433

T: 7833 0666

Phone for weekly program •

Phone for weekly program •

Fridays at 8:30 pm

Iván & Fiebre Latina •
Saturdays at 8 pm

Ahí Na’má •

Phone for weekly program •
Thursdays from 6 pm midnight

Manana Club, Maikel Blanco y su
Salsa Mayor, Pupy y los que Son Son •
Alternating weekly

Thu - Sat

Varied live performances •
Sundays at 5 PM

Discotemba La Máquina de la
Melancolía •

Thursdays at midnight

Alain Daniel •
Sundays at 11 PM

Interactivo (fusion) •

Fridays from 6 pmmidnight

Paulo FG •
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LIVE MUSIC VENUES

DON CANGREJO
Avenida 1ra. #1606, entre 16
y 18, Miramar
T: 7204 3837 y 7204 3839

Thu - Sat

Live concerts •
Phone for weekly program

Karl Marx
Theater

CORNER CAFÉ

Fridays at 11 PM

Calle B y 1ra, El Vedado

Alternan Frank Delgado, Leni
Wuaño, Tony Ávila, Nube Roja y
Polito Ibáñez (trova) •

T: 7837 1220

Phone for weekly program •
Mondays at 11 PM

Saturdays at 10 PM

Various jazz bands •
Wednesdays from 3 am–6 am

DJ Mary Paz (Afterparty) •

David Torrens, Kelvis Ochoa & Ray
Fernández (trova) • Alternating weekly

Calle 1ra. e/ 8 y 10, Miramar
T: 72030801 ext. 223

October 97 at 9 pm

Havana
D’Primera
– 10th Anniversary
Concert •

Sundays at 10 PM

Thursdays at 8 PM

Projecto “Enrédate” – vatious
bands •

DJs •

LA PIRAGUA
CASA DE LA
AMISTAD
Paseo 406 e/ 17 y 19, El
Vedado
T: 7830 3114

Phone for weekly program •
Saturdays at 8:30 PM

Grupo

Cristal
•

dance music)

(Cuban

Sundays at 6:30 PM

La Vieja Escuela (rock)

LE SELECT

CLUB AMANECER

Calle 28 y 5ta. avenida,
Miramar

Calle 15 #113 e/ N y
Malecón, El Vedado

T: 7212 5268, 7207 9681,
7204 7410/4090/4098

T: 7832 9075

Phone for weekly program •
FRIDAYS at 9 PM

Yaíma Sáez & her group •
Saturdays at 8 PM1 AM

Cary Bridón & guests

Phone for weekly program •

Calle 19 y Malecón, El
Vedado

Every other
Saturday at 10 PM

Various music bands •

Mondays at 4 PM-8 PM

Habana Salsa •
Saturdays at 4 PM8 PM

Explosión Rumbera
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CASA DE LA MÚSICA DEL
CENTRO CULTURAL LA PLAZA
Calle 31 esq. a 2, Plaza de la Revolución
T: 7830 9351/7823

Phone for weekly program •
PIANO BAR
Tue-Sat at 5 pm

Various live bands •
CASA DE LA MÚSICA DE PLAZA
Thu-Sun at 10 pm

Various live bands •

magazine
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BULE-BAR 66
San Rafael y Prado, Centro Habana

Daily, opens at 10 pm

Varied live music •
Thursdays at 9 pm

Los Zafiros •
Saturdays at 8 pm

Grupo Moncada •
SALÓN ROSADO DE LA TROPICAL
Esq. 46 y 41, Playa
T: 7203 5322

HOTEL MELIÁ HABANA
3ra e/ 88 y 80, Miramar
T: 7204 8500

Mondays from 8:30-11:30 pm

Contraste •
Tuesdays from 8:30-11:30 pm

Vocal Retro •
Wednesdays from 8:30-11:30 pm

Oppening •
Thursdays from 8:30-11:30 pm

Contraste •

Thursdays at 5 pm

Hoy como Ayer, a traditional Cuban
music project •
Saturdays from 8 pm to 2 am

Salsa bands •
Sundays from 4 pm to 9 pm

Salsa bands •
TORREÓN DE LA CHORRERA
Malecón y 22, El Vedado

November 3 at 3 pm

Issac Delgado •

Fridays from 8:30-11:30 pm

Vocalité •
Saturdays from 8:30-11:30 pm

Vocal Retro •
Sundays from 8:30-11:30 pm

Armonía Viva •
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SUBMARINO AMARILLO

FUSION &
ROCK

Calles 17 y 6, El Vedado
T: 7830-6808

Phone for weekly program •
Mon-Sat at 9 pm
Sundays at 5 pm

Various rock bands •
Mondays at 9 pm

Sweet Lizzy Project •
Sundays at 5 pm

Eddy Escobar • Alternating weekly this

month

CAFÉ TEATRO BERTOLT BRECHT
Calle 13 Esq. a I, El Vedado
T: 7832 9359

Phone for weekly program •
Wednesdays at 11 pm

Interactivo •
RÍO CLUB
Calle A #314 e/ 3ra. y 5ta., Miramar
T: 7209 3389

Phone for weekly program •
Saturdays from midnight to 6 am

Electronic music •
BALNEARIO UNIVERSITARIO
EL CORAL
Calles 1ra. y 42, Miramar

Fri & Sat from 1 pm1 am

Rapping, djing, vjing, dj-producers,
breakdancing, graffiti writing, and
other urban artists •
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SATURDAYS
9:30 pm, Nave 1 - Session Dj
Productores

November 4: Iván Lejardi •
11 pm, Nave 4 - Performances by
contemporary music vocalists and
bands

November 4: Osamu Menéndez
November 11: Síntesis •
12 am, Nave 1

Calle 26 esquina a 11, El Vedado
T: 7838-2260
www.fac.cu

9 pm, Nave 4 - Dance classes

November 2, 9 & 16: Introductory
lesson on Afro Beat taught by teacher
and dancer Yosel Milanés. Open to
the public •
9 pm, Nave 3

Classical music recitals by soloists
and chamber music ensembles.
November 2: Camerata Cortés •
10 pm, Nave 1 - Theater

November 2: Teatro Espontáneo:
Anecdotes, dreams and stories about
everyday life in which the audience
participates along with the actors •

FAC - FÁBRICA DE ARTE CUBANO

FAC
FÁBRICA DE ARTE CUBANO

Place of Cuban culture with
industrial scale of hipness. This
literally is an art factory–multiple
art galleries and endless
performance venues. Always
packed with funky crowds.
There are also several bars and
a restaurant. Check website
for FAC’s opening and closing
schedules.

THURSDAYS

magazine

11 pm, Nave 4

Contemporary song
November 2: La Reina y La Real (Hip
Hop) •
11:30, Nave 1 - Session Dj
Productores

November 2: Iván Lejardi •
FRIDAYS
8:30 pm, Nave 3 - Contemporary
dance classes

November 3 & 10: open class of
Contact Improvisation taught by
dancer Aymara Vila •
9:30 pm, Nave 1 - Session Dj
Productores

Rock and Roll AT FAC •
SUNDAYS
9:30 pm, Nave 3 - Contemporary dance
performances

November 3: El último recurso
(selected parts), by the Los Hijos del
Director Company. Choreographic
material: George Céspedes with the
collaboration of the dancers. •
11 pm, Nave 4 - Performances by
contemporary music vocalists and
bands

November 3: Concert by Alberto
Lescay Jr. And the Formas group
November 10: Concert by Héctor
Téllez Jr. •
12 am, Nave 1 - Jam Session

November 3: HabanaSer •

9 pm, Nave 3 - Teatro

November 5 & 12: La cita, by Osvaldo
Doimeadiós. Stories told humorously
by two actresses •
11 pm, Nave 1 - Performances by
contemporary music vocalists and
bands

November 5: Histéresis •
11 pm, Nave 4 - Performances by
contemporary music vocalists and
bands

November 5: Tendencia
November 12: Ray Fernández •
11:30 pm, Nave 1 - Session Dj
Productores

November 5: Iván Lejardi •

November 3: Iván Lejardi •
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TROVA, BOLERO,
TRADITIONAL
ASOCIACIÓN YORUBA DE CUBA
Prado 615 e/ Monte y Dragones, Centro
Habana
T: 7863 5953

Fridays at 8:30 pm

Obiní Batá folkloric group •
Sundays at 6 pm

Grupo Bao Bao •
BARBARAM PEPITO’S BAR

CASA DE ÁFRICA

CASA DE LA BOMBILLA VERDE

CASONA DE LÍNEA

Calle 26 esq. a Ave. del Zoológico, Nuevo
Vedado

Obrapía 157 e/ Mercaderes y San Ignacio, La
Habana Vieja

Calle 11 #905 e/ 6 y 8, El Vedado

Línea 505 e/ D y E, El Vedado

T: 7881 1808

T: 7861 5798

T: 5848 1331

T: 7832 5373

Phone for weekly program •
Wednesdays at 4 pm

“Filin” •
First Thursday of the month at 6 pm

Alejandro Falcón & Cubadentro •
Fridays at 10 pm

Adrián Berazaín, Mauricio Figueral &
Fernando Bécquer • Alternating weekly
this month

Saturdays at 9 pm

November 4 at 4 pm

Mon-Sun at 8 PM

Mon-Sun at 8 pm

Performance by singer-songwriters •

Performance by singer-songwriters •

CASA DEL ALBA CULTURAL

CENTRO HABANECIENDO

GALERÍA. HOTEL NACIONAL

Línea 556 e/ C y D, El Vedado

Galiano y Neptuno, Centro Habana

Calle O esq. a 21, El Vedado

Grupo Síntesis •
November 11 at 3 pm

Obiní Batá •

T: 7833 2151 & 7833 2153

November 3 at 6 pm

Trovador Gerardo Alfonso •

Fridays at 11 pm

Frasis, instrumental group •

T: 7836 3663, 7836 3564

Fri & Sat from 1-11 pm

María Elena Pena •

Raúl Torres •
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CENTRO CULTURAL FRESA Y
CHOCOLATE

EL GATO TUERTO

Calle 23 e/ 10 y 12, El Vedado

Calle O e/17 y 19, El Vedado

T: 7836 2096

T: 7838 2696

Phone for weekly program

Thursdays at 9 PM

Mon-Sun at 11 PM

Frank Martínez (trova) •

Various live bolero concerts every
night •

DOS GARDENIAS

Old school late night place to hear
fabulous bolero singers. Can get smoky.

Calles 7ma. y 26, Miramar
T: 7204 8188 y 7204 9517

Alternating weekly this month
Tue-Sun at 10 PM

Performance by soloist vocalists •
EL TABLAO
Prado y San Rafael, Centro Habana

Fridays at 10 pm

Ivette Cepeda •
Saturdays at 10 pm

Septeto Habanero •
Sundays at 9 pm

María Alejandra y Cubanía •
EN GUAYABERA
Calles 7ma. y 171, Zona 10, Alamar
T: 7763 3569

Thu-Sun at 7 PM

Trovador Pepe Ordaz & guests •
LA CASA DE 18
Calle 18 e/ 5ta. y 7ma., Miramar
T: 7204 1212 & 7204 1718 ext. 105

Wednesdays at 8 pm

HURÓN AZUL

PALACIO DE LA RUMBA

PARQUE ALMENDARES

UNIÓN DE ESCRITORES Y ARTISTAS DE
CUBA (UNEAC)

San Miguel y Hospital, Centro Habana

Avenida 47 y calle 24, Playa

T: 7873 0990

T: 7203 8535 y 7205 1237

Calles 17 y H, El Vedado
T: 7832 4551 al 53

Saturdays at 9 PM

Bolero Nights •
PABELLÓN CUBA
Calles 23 y N, El Vedado
T: 7832 3511

Fridays at 4 PM

Tuesdays at 4 PM-8 PM

Septeto Habanero •
Fridays at 10 pm

Yoruba Andabo •
Saturdays at 4 pm

Boleros & traditional music •
Sundays at 8:30 pm

Saturdays at 6 PM

Singer-songwriter Frank Delgado •
SALA AVENIDA
Avenida 41 y calle 56, Playa
T: 7203 4733

November 26 at 5 pm

Camerata del Son •

Trovador Silvio Alejandro •

Timbalaye •

SOCIEDAD ROSALÍA DE CASTRO

CAFÉ CANTANTE

SALÓN 1930

Egido #504 e/Monte y Dragones,
La Habana Vieja

TEATRO NACIONAL

COMPAY SEGUNDO

Paseo y 39, El Vedado

Hotel Nacional

T: 7878 4275

Calle O esq. a 21, El Vedado

www.teatronacional.cu/site/coffee

T: 7836 3663, 7836 3564

T: 7861 7761

Fri-Sun at 8:30 PM

Tradicionales de los 50. Traditional
Cuban music, featuring Juana
Bacallao, and the Gloria Matancera
band •

Phone for weekly program
Saturdays at 5 pm

Waldo Mendoza •

Tuesdays and Saturdays at 9:30 PM

Traditional Cuban music concert with
Buena Vista Social Club members Set
in the grand Hotel Nacional. •
Alternating weekly

Héctor Téllez •
Thursdays at 5 pm

José Valladares •
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Be greeted by imposing colonial
fortresses at the bayside entrances
to the cities of Cienfuegos, Santiago,
and Havana. Onboard, experience
how vibrant and cool Cuba is at first
hand. You’ll love the dynamic, musical
and joyful spirit of the Cubans which
infuses the island’s way of life.

The Celestial Crystal offers a quality
all-inclusive service plus suites,
cabins, elegant rooms, restaurants,
open spaces, and a whole variety of
services to enjoy during your trip.
Set sail with Cuba Travel Network and
Save 15% on early bookings.
Offer valid until september 30 2017

CubaTravelNetwork.com

US - sales.us@cubatravelnetwork.com | 1 800 282 2468 (Toll Free)
Europe - sales.europe@cubatravelnetwork.com | +31 (0)20 794 7962

Asia - sales.asia@cubatravelnetwork.com | 1800 198 150 (Toll Free)
Rest of the world - sales.cu@cubatravelnetwork.com | +53 (0)7 214 0090
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jo jazz
HAVANA THEATERS AND NIGHTCLUBS
More information at
www.decubajazz.cult.cu

November 16-19

Although some people still see it as a mere
preamble to the International Jazz Plaza
Festival, Jo Jazz, or Young Jazz, has been
gaining in popularity from that distant day in
1998 when the first festival was held on the
initiative of the famous musician Chucho Valdés
and other enthusiasts. The ever-increasing
numbers of Jo Jazz fans are getting ready to
enjoy this competition for young Cuban and
international jazz musicians and composers
from 16 to 30 years of age. Prize-winners have
included musicians who today are popular
not only in Cuba but abroad, such as Yasek
Manzano, Michel Herrera, Yissy Garcia and
Harold López-Nussa. Besides the competition,
the event will include workshops organized
by experts on the subject, concerts and jam
sessions in various places in Havana. However,
one of the most exciting things for jazz lovers
seems to be to predict, in situ, the birth of
future Cuban jazz stars.
Those interested in participating in the
competition in both categories, Interpretation
and Composition.
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LA ZORRA Y EL CUERVO
Calle 23 e/ N y O, El Vedado
T: 7833 2402

Intimate and atmospheric, which you enter
through a red telephone box, is Cuba’s most
famous. Open 10 PM – 1 AM
Phone for any changes
Mon-Sun at 11 pm

Various live jazz concerts every night •
November 1 at 11 pm

Eduardo Sandoval & Habana jazz •
November 2 at 11 pm

Roberto Fonseca & Temperamento •
November 3 at 11 pm

Oscar Valdés & Diákara •
November 4 at 11 pm

Bellita & Jazztumbatá •
November 5 at 11 pm

Lázaro Valdés & Son Jazz •
November 6 at 11 pm

José Portillo & Cauce •

November 7 at 11 pm

Sergio Jiménez & HabanaSer •
November 8 at 11 pm

Yissy & Bandancha •

November 14 at 11 pm

Leyanis Valdés & her group •
November 15 at 11 pm

Janio Abreu & Aire de Concierto •

November 21 at 11 pm

Sergio Jiménez & HabanaSer •
November 22 at 11 pm

Julio Valdés & pentajazz •

November 16 at 11 pm
November 9 at 11 pm

Jesús Fuentes & Santo Tomás
Connection •
November 10 at 11 pm

Oscar Valdés & Diákara •
November 11 at 11 pm

Yasek Manzano & his group •
November 12 at 11 pm

Alain D’Guevara & Open Mind •
November 13 at 11 pm

Zule Guerra & Blues de Habana •

Orlando Valle (Maraca) & his group •

November 23 at 11 pm

Ruly Herrera & Real Project •

November 17 at 11 pm

Michel Herrera & Madre Tierra project •

November 24 at 11 pm

Michel Herrera & Madre Tierra project •

November 18 at 11 pm

Bellita & Jazztumbatá •

November 25 at 11 pm

Yasek Manzano & his group •

November 19 at 11 pm

Zoe Fuentes & Canela •

November 26 at 11 pm

Lázaro Valdés & Son Jazz •

November 20 at 11 pm

Alberto Lescay Jr. & Forma project •

November 27 at 11 pm

José Portillo & Cauce •
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CAFÉ JAZZ MIRAMAR
Cine Teatro Miramar
Ave. 5ta esq. a 94, Miramar
T: (+53) 7203 7676

This is one of the very best places
to hear some of Cuba’s best
musicians jamming. When the
place fills up, it can be a bit noisy;
nevertheless, it always gets the
thumbs up from us. This is a clean
space, so if you want to smoke,
you’ll have to do it outside.

Tue-Sun

Various live jazz concerts every night •
Tuesdays at 10 pm

Zule Guerra & Blues de La Habana •
Wed at 10 pm

Emilio Morales & Los Nuevos Amigos •

magazine
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JAZZ CAFÉ
Galerías de Paseo
Ave. 1ra e/ Paseo y A, El Vedado
T: 7838-3556, ext. 155

A staple of Havana’s jazz scene,
the best jazz players perform
here. Somewhat cold, atmospherewise.
Phone for weekly program
Mon-Sun

Various live jazz concerts every night •

Phone for weekly program

BASÍLICA MENOR DEL
CONVENTO DE SAN FRANCISCO
DE ASÍS
Oficios e/ Amargura y Churruca, La Habana
Vieja
T: 7860 4210

November 27 at 6:30 pm

Concert by the Italian composer at
pianist and singer Stefano Bollani •
HOTEL MELIÁ COHIBA.
SALÓN HABANO
Ave. Paseo esq. a 1ra, El Vedado

November 5 at 9 pm

Zule Guerra & Blues de La Habana •
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Hotel San Basilio - Stylish
Spanish-colonial hotel in
historic city center
The small sage-and-cream Hotel San Basilio, reached
by a pretty double staircase, is the only boutique hotel
in the historic center of Santiago de Cuba.
With its 1920s ambience, and its eight rooms featuring
handsome colonial furniture, guests can retreat from
the buzz of the city streets to the quiet of the hotel.
Night owls can enjoy the evening entertainment at the
Rooftop Bar-Terrace of the nearby Hotel Casa Granda,
compliments of the San Basilio Hotel.
www.cubatravelnetwork.com

EEUU - sales.us@cubatravelnetwork.com | 1 800 282 2468 (Toll Free)
Europa - sales.europe@cubatravelnetwork.com | +31 (0)20 794 7962
Asia - sales.asia@cubatravelnetwork.com | 1800 198 150 (Toll Free)
Rest of the world - sales.cu@cubatravelnetwork.com | +53 (0)7 214 0090
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CLASSICAL MUSIC CONCERTS
BASÍLICA MENOR DEL CONVENTO DE SAN FRANCISCO DE ASÍS
Oficios e/ Amargura y Churruca, La Habana Vieja
T: 7860 4210

CASA DE LAS AMÉRICAS
Calles 3ra y G, El Vedado
T: 7838 2706-09

XXX FESTIVAL DE MÚSICA CONTEMPORÁNEA DE LA HABANA,
Founded in 1984 and presided by the composer and conductor Guido
López Gavilán, the Havana Contemporary Music Festival has been honored
with the participation of important musicians, including Luigi Nono, Krystof
Penderecki, Hans Werner Henze, Luis de Pablo, Marlos Nobre, Alfredo
del Mónaco and Xavier Montsalvatge, just to name a few. This a good
opportunity to get up-to-date with the latest trends in contemporary
concert music in Cuba and the world. The following performances have
already been announced:
November 11-18

BASÍLICA MENOR DEL CONVENTO DE SAN FRANCISCO DE ASÍS •
November 11, 6 pm: Opening concert
November 14, 6 pm: International choral and chamber music
November 16, 6 pm: International chamber music
November 18, 6 pm: International choral and chamber music
CASA DE LAS AMÉRICAS •
November 15, 4 pm: Focused on the most recent electroacoustic musical
composition and new technologies.
November 15, 6 pm: Chamber music concert of works by Latin American
composers invited to the Festival.
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CASA VICTOR HUGO
O’Reilly 311 e/ Habana y Aguiar, La Habana Vieja
T: 7866 7591

November 24 at 5 pm

Performance by the Cáliz Duet, made up by Luis Manuel Molina (guitar) and
Vicente Monterrey (clarinet), and guest musicians •
CASA DEL ALBA CULTURAL
Línea 556 e/ C y D, El Vedado
T: 7833 2151 / 7833 2153

November 5 at 5 pm

La Cámara de la Música Project, conducted by violinist Alfredo Muñoz •
November 12 at 5 pm

En Confluencia project, dedicated to guitar •
IGLESIA DE PAULA
Avenida del Puerto y San Ignacio, Alameda de Paula, La Habana Vieja
T: 7860 4210

November 4 at 7 pm

Concert Música del gran Sefarad, by Argentinean singer Berta Guindin •
November 11 at 7 pm

Claudia Gerauer (Germany) and Thomas Engel (Austria) will present the
program Virtuosismo a dos flautas dulces playing the recorder •
November 17 at 7 pm

Esplendor instrumental del barroco europeo, concert by the Ars longa Early
Music Ensemble •
November 23 at 7 pm

Organists Karen Hernández and Gabriela Rojas will offer the concert A lo
Barroco •
November 24 at 7 pm

Organists David Pérez and Gabriela Mulen, plus the Ars longa Early Music
Ensemble in the concert Entre clásicos •
November 25 at 7 pm

November 19 at 5 pm

Tardes Líricas project, directed by the soprano Milagros de los Ángeles •
November 26 at 5 pm

Música de Nuestra América, a project directed by guitarist Zuleida Suárez •
CENTRO HISPANO AMERICANO DE CULTURA
Malecón 17 e/ Prado y Genio, Centro Habana
T: 7866 0775

November 24 at 5 pm

Ébanos de La Habana clarinet quartet •
IGLESIA DEL SANTO ÁNGEL CUSTODIO
Compostela e/ Cuarteles y Chacón, La Habana Vieja

Mon, Wed & Fri at noon

Performances by the Ventus Habana wind quintet •

Romanticismo, organ concert by Moisés Santisteban •
November 29 at 5 pm

The Ars longa Early Music Ensemble will present the program Concerto
italiano. •
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LICEO ARTÍSTICO Y LITERARIO
Plaza de la Catedral, La Habana Vieja

November 10 at 3 pm

Concert by the guitar orchestra Orquesta Juvenil de Guitarras •
MUSEO NACIONAL DE BELLAS ARTES (EDIFICIO DE ARTE CUBANO)
Trocadero e/ Monserrate y Zulueta, La Habana Vieja
T: 7862 0140 y 7861 5777

November 2 at 7 pm

Concert by musicians from the Laboratorio Nacional de Música Electroacústica
playing works by Karla Suárez and Wilma Alba. •
SALA COVARRUBIAS (TEATRO NACIONAL)
ORATORIO SAN FELIPE NERI
Aguiar y Obrapía, La Habana Vieja
T: 7862 3243

November 17 y 18 at 4 pm

Concerts by the ISA Symphony Orchestra as part of the Contemporary
Music Festival •
November 23 at 7 pm

Concert by the famous German bass René Pape, accompanied by the ISA
Symphony Orchestra •
November 30 at 7 pm

Recital by pianist Mayte Aboy •

Paseo y 39, El Vedado
T: 7878 4273 & 7878 4275

November 5 at 11 am

Concert by guitarist Joaquín Clerch •
Sundays at 11 am

Concerts by the National Symphony Orchestra •
TEATRO MARTÍ
Muralla e/ Zulueta y Prado
T: 7866 7153

November 18 y 19 at 6 pm

Production of the zarzuela Cecilia Valdés (music by Gonzalo Roig, written by
Agustín Rodríguez and José Sánchez Arcilla, based on Cirilo Villaverde’s novel).
Performed by the Teatro Lírico Nacional de Cuba and the National Concert
Band. •
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SALSA DANCE SPOTS

The best live music in Havana

JARDINES DEL 1830

H. FLORIDA

LA GRUTA

Ayestarán e/ 20 de Mayo y Aranguren,
Malecón y 22, El Vedado

BAR

Calle 23 e/ O y P, El Vedado

Obispo esq. a Cuba, La Habana Vieja

T: 7836 9320

T: 7862 4127

Basement club. A good spot to dance salsa on
Wednesdays. Includes a dance performance and a salsa
completion. AC still broken, so it can get hot.

T: 7838 3091

Outdoor terrace of the old mansion on the waterfront at
the end of Malecón, very popular to dance salsa, not the
best floor but the sea breeze and the great dancers make
it all worth it.
Tuesdays, 8pm •
Thursdays, 8pm •
Sundays, 6pm–1am •
Entrance: 5 CUC

Hotel bar. It’s very small but popular with salsa dancing
crowd. Best on Tue, Wed, and Sun (when 1830 is open)—
less crowded.
Mon-Sun •
Opens at 9:30 pm

Wednesdays •
Opens at 9:30 PM
Entrance: 3 CUC

Entrance: 5 CUC
(incld. drink)
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EEUU - sales.us@cubatravelnetwork.com
1 800 282 2468 (Toll Free)
Europa - sales.europe@cubatravelnetwork.com
+31 (0)20 794 7962
Asia - sales.asia@cubatravelnetwork.com
1800 198 150 (Toll Free)
Rest of the world - sales.cu@cubatravelnetwork.com
+53 (0)7 214 0090
www.cubatravelnetwork.com

Palacio Azul
A pretty bayside blue palace
A small boutique hotel, the duck-egg blue Palacio Azul faces the Bay of
Cienfuegos, and is 10 minutes by foot to the UNESCO-crowned historic city
center.
Built in 1920, the domed hotel features 7 rooms, a marble staircase, and
beautiful original art nouveau tiled floors. Catch the breeze on the rooftop
terrace, and enjoy the neighboring architectural stunners — the Club
Cienfuegos and the Palacio del Valle.
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The best theatre shows
and plays on now

SALA-TEATRO EL CIERVO
ENCANTADO

VILLALOLA, SEDE DE DANZA
ABIERTA

Calle 18 e/ Línea y 11, El Vedado

Prado, Genio y Refugio, La Habana Vieja

SALA TITO JUNCO, CENTRO
CULTURAL BERTOLT BRECHT

QUINTA DE LOS MOLINOS
Ave. Carlos III, esq a Infanta

Calle 13 esq. a I, El Vedado

Espacios Ibsen 6: Cuban-Norwegian Theater Days in Havana
A joint cultural project between the Cuban Council of the Performing Arts
and the Norwegian Embassy in Cuba. The event pursues a relationship with
contemporary languages, with experimental theater, and ways of conceiving
and producing it •
Sala-teatro El Ciervo Encantado

November 1 at 7 pm
Both Sitting Duet | Body Not for Purpose,
by Jonathan Burrows and Mateo Fargion
(Music/Dance)
November 2 at 7 pm
Speaking Dance, by Jonathan Burrows and
Mateo Fargion (Music/Dance)
November 3 at 7 pm
Oslo, Mette Edvardsen (Performance/
Dance)

Sala Tito Junco, Centro Cultural Bertolt
Brecht

November 2 at 8:30 pm
Lost Accidentally, Francesco Scavetta /
Wee (Performance/Dance)
Villalola, Sede de DanzaAbierta

November 4 at 8:30 pm
ALMOSTEVERYTHINGHAPPENSTWICE by
Klass Freek Devos (Music/Dance)
Quinta de los Molinos

November 5 at 1 pm
Castillos en el Aire (public exchange
session)
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SALA HUBERT DE BLANCK
Calzada 657 e/ A y B, El Vedado
T: 7830 1011 y 7836 8452

El gallo electrónico
Wed, Thu & Fri, through November 8 at 6 pm
Compañía Teatral Hubert de Blanck / Production:
Fabricio Hernández

Play by Yerandy Fleites, especially written
for young people, dealing with the
trivialization of technology in the rural
environment. •

CENTRO HISPANO AMERICANO DE CULTURA

ESPACIO IRREVERENTE

TEATRO TRIANÓN

Malecón 17 e/ Prado y Genio, Centro Habana

Calle 11 No. 1152, esquina a 16, El Vedado

Línea e/ Paseo y A, El Vedado

T: 7866 0775

Las derrotas
29 de noviembre, 5pm
Teatro Pálpito

A production that combines dance and theater •

El diccionario
Mondays at 7:30pm
Espacio Irreverente / Production: Eva González

This play by Spanish playwright Manuel Calzada,
approaches, with a combination of languages
and styles, the vital conflicts of the philologist
and lexicographer María Moliner, author of the
indispensable Spanish Usage Dictionary. At the
age of 70, she discovered her first symptoms of
Alzheimer’s disease and began to define the concept
of freedom, according to what it has represented in
the different crossroads in her life. •

T: 7830 9648
Harry Potter se acabó la magia

Fri & Sat at 8:30 pm; Sundays at 5pm
Teatro El Público / Production: Carlos Díaz

The fantastic world of Harry Potter, brought to a
music school in Cuba as a social satire •
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CATS - anfiteatro de la Habana
photo:Lorena / Mene

ANFITEATRO DEL CENTRO HISTÓRICO
Peña Pobre e/ Avenida del Puerto y Cuba, La Habana Vieja
T: 7801 6464

Cats
Saturdays & Sundays, 9pm
Production: Alfonso Menéndez

The experienced and talented Cuban director Alfonso Menéndez reruns his version of Cats, the famous musical by Andrew Lloyd Weber. A renewed cast, elaborate
choreographies, beautiful voices and costumes, and an ingenious set design, will make the public pack the Havana Amphitheater, as in other shows by Menéndez•
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DANCE
The best
dance
performances
of the month

GRAN TEATRO DE LA HABANA
ALICIA ALONSO
Prado y San Rafael, Centro Habana
T: 7861 3077 & 7861 5873

Concert Program
November 17 & 18 at 8:30 pm / November 20 at 5 pm

Concert Program
November 23, 24 & 25 at 8:30 pm / November 26 at 5 pm

Performances by the Ballet Nacional de Cuba: Tema y variaciones
(choreography by George Balanchine and music by Tchaikovsky), Yo, tú, él,
ella (choreography by Regina Hernández and music by Alexia Moore) and La
fille mal gardée (choreography by Alicia Alonso based on Jean Dauberval
original choreography, and music by Peter Ludwig Hertel) •

Performances by the Ballet Nacional de Cuba: Grand pas de La bayadera
(choreography by María Elena Llorente based on Marius Petipa’s original
choreography and music by Ludwig Minkus); world premiere of Anyali
(choreography by Ely Regina Hernández and music by Ezio Bosso) y La fille
mal gardée (choreography by Alicia Alonso based on Jean Dauberval original
choreography, and music by Peter Ludwig Hertel) •
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SALA AVELLANEDA (TEATRO NACIONAL)

CASA DE LAS AMÉRICAS

VITRINA DE VALONIA

Paseo y 39, El Vedado

Calles 3ra. y G, El Vedado

San Ignacio 358 entre Teniente Rey y Muralla, La Habana Vieja

T: 7878 4273 y 7878 4275

T: 7838 2706 al 09

Teléfono: 868 3561

En punta
November 4 at 8:30 pm

Cempazuchitl negro
November 2 at 7pm

Debut, in a one-night-only performance, of Un Paso
Más, a Cuban dance company that has described
its first show as: “In the windows of life, where we
are all mannequins and observers, music is vital
energy. Boleros, rumbas, fusion...will mark the
rhythm of passions, encounters, conflicts. Because
this is how we live in Man’s shops, at the mercy of
what we carry within us.” •

Performance by Mar en Calma, a group of young
Latin American performers, celebrating the Day of
the Dead •

November 14 at 5pm

Show with the performances of the Cuban Retazos
dance company and the Irene K contemporary
dance company from Belgium •
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Going to Cuba but short on time? These are the best two-day-and–one–night
excursions, for you to discover the Island´s history, culture and nature.
• Private Tour of Trinidad, Cienfuegos and Santa Clara, from Havana
• Nature in the Valle de Viñales, from Havana
• Topes de Collantes Overnight (Trinidad, Santa Clara and Cienfuegos), from
Havana and Varadero
Make your online reservation
CubaTravelNetwork.com

For further information, please contact us

EEUU - sales.us@cubatravelnetwork.com | 1 800 282 2468 (Toll Free)
Europa - sales.europe@cubatravelnetwork.com | +31 (0)20 794 7962

Asia - sales.asia@cubatravelnetwork.com | 1800 198 150 (Toll Free)
Resto del mundo - sales.cu@cubatravelnetwork.com | +53 (0)7 214 0090
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EXHIBITIONs
The best exhibitions at
museums and galleries
CENTRO DE DESARROLLO DE LAS ARTES
VISUALES
San Ignacio y Teniente Rey, La Habana Vieja
T: 7862 5279, 7862 9295 y 7862 3533

November-January 20 2018

VII Salón de Arte Contemporáneo Cubano
With the purpose of stimulating collaborative work,
the VII Contemporary Cuban Art Salon, which on this
occasion has defined itself as “a collaborative essay,”
will present 40 projects and 60 actions, by 80 artists
and collaborators who will connect visual arts with
theater, literature, science and technology, under four
central themes that will take place over almost three
months: “from History,” “learning and experimenting,”
“collective construction of social knowledge” and
“as strategy.” The exhibition, whose main center
of activities will be the Visual Arts Development
Center, includes happenings and performances in the
Center itself, mainly on Tuesdays and Thursdays. The
exhibitions will be extended to other areas in Havana
and the provinces of Pinar del Río and Villa Clara.
There will also be talks, lectures and workshops in
various venues •

CENTRO DE ARTE
CONTEMPORÁNEO WIFREDO LAM
Empedrado y San Ignacio, La Habana Vieja
T: 7861 2096

November 25-December 24

Homenaje al 90 aniversario de
Raúl Martínez, tribute to the 90th
anniversary of Raúl Martínez,
renowned Cuban designer,
photographer and painter, pioneer of
pop art in Cuban visual arts •
BIBLIOTECA PÚBLICA RUBÉN
MARTÍNEZ VILLENA
Obispo 59 e/ Baratillo y Oficios,
La Habana Vieja
T: 7862 9035 & 7862 9036
Opens November 25

En el malecón, show by painter,
sculptor and silkscreen printer
Nelson Villalobo •
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FACTORÍA HABANA
O’Reilly 308 e/ entre Habana y Aguiar,
La Habana Vieja
T: 7864 9518 y 7861 0791

November 3-February 28, 2018

La ceiba me dijo tú will articulate
the discourses and poetics of artists
Carlos Martiel, Elio Rodríguez and
Belkys Ayón, three artists who have
assiduously approached racial and
Negritude issues with remarkable
results •

CASA DE LA OBRA PÍA

PALACIO DEL SEGUNDO CABO

Obrapía 158 e/ Mercaderes y San Ignacio, La Habana Vieja

O’Reilly y Tacón, La Habana Vieja

T: 7861 3097

Opens November 11

A Destiempo, an exhibition by Yasbel Pérez, brings together memory and
time, from experience and remembrance •
CASA OSWALDO GUAYASAMÍN
Obrapía entre Oficios y Mercaderes, La Habana Vieja
T: 7861 3843

Through November 15

Oculto esplendor, by Spanish artist Juan Manuel Seisdedos, is a collection of
small and large landscapes from the Doñana National Park in Andalusia using
the new technique of oil and wax on Fabriano paper •
FÁBRICA DE ARTE CUBANO
Calle 26 esq. a 11, El Vedado
T: 7838-2260

Through November 12

Y el cuento no lo hago yo, solo show by Edgar Hechavarría Ricardo. •

THROUGH DECEMBER 31

Naturalezas del Art Nouveau, organized by the Réseau Art Nouveau Network,
an international institution responsible for the documentation, research and
protection of the World Art Nouveau heritage, aims to introduce the viewer in
this style through its main features, associated with nature. •
TALLER EXPERIMENTAL DE GRÁFICA DE LA HABANA
Callejón del Chorro #62, Plaza de la Catedral, La Habana Vieja
T: 7801 3179

Through November 19

Pruebas de cancelación, by Rafael Zarza, exhibits both final prints of some
editions and artist proofs taken during the production process to verify the
quality of the image. In many of them, the theme of bullfighting, a distinctive
feature of the artist, is reiterated •
100 Revoluciones x Obra, collective exhibition by Cuban printmakers of 15
pieces and two book objects that explore the legacy of the October Revolution
of 1917 •
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Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes. Edificio de Arte Cubano
Trocadero e/ Monserrate y Zulueta, La Habana Vieja
T: 7862 0140, 7861 5777

Through December 11

La mirada inédita. El dibujo y la gráfica de los años veinte y treinta. Drawing
and graphic art of the 1920s and 30s, with pieces by Eduardo Abela, José
Manuel Acosta, Rafael Blanco, Carlos Enríquez, Arístides Fernández, Victor
Manuel Garcia, Antonio Gattorno, Amelia Peláez, Marcelo Pogolotti, Jorge
Rigol, Conrado Massaguer and Jaime Valls, among others. These works show
how in many cases these art forms were ahead of painting and sculpture in
the expression of the avant-garde in 20th-century Cuban visual arts •
November 10-11 at 8:30 pm

ARTE Y MODA, 2017 edition,
International runway shows, Collection Remixed 2
Since it first opened back in 2003, the popular Art and Fashion event has
revealed the creative possibilities of fashion designers and art as a source
of inspiration for their designs. This year, the event goes international and
fashion designers from Mexico, the Dominican Republic and Spain has been
confirmed •
Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes. EDIFICIO DE ARTE UNIVERSAL
San Rafael e/ Zulueta y Monserrate, La Habana Vieja
T: 7862 0140, 7861 5777

Through December

Boris Lurie in Havana. A wide-ranging exhibition of the work of the
Russian-born Jewish artist [Leningrad 1924-New York 2008], survivor of the
Holocaust and founder of the NO!art movement, which calls for art leading
to social action. The intention of this exhibition, made possible thanks to
the collaboration between the Boris Lurie Art Foundation and the National
Museum of Fine Arts of Havana, is to disseminate the artist’s creative agenda
and to stimulate reflection in all those who decide to engage with the vast
“Lurie Universe.” •
Museo de arte Universal
photo:Yadira Montero
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CENTRO HISPANO AMERICANO
DE CULTURA
Malecón 17 e/ Prado y Genio, Centro Habana
T: 7866 0755

Opens November 4

Del tamaño del mundo, group show
of Cuban contemporary art featuring
a novel concept of miniatures.
Participating
artists:
Alejandro
Alonso, Ramón Casas, Hander Lara,
Luis Manuel Otero, Virginia Karina
Peña, Samuel Riera, Danco Robert,
Juan Carlos Rodríguez, Ricardo S.
Cuerda and Maikel Sotomayor •

GALERÍA HABANA

GALERÍA COLLAGE HABANA

Línea 460 e/ E y F, El Vedado

San Rafael 103 e/ Consulado e Industria, Centro Habana

T: 7832 7101

T: 7866 9488

Through November 24

Throughout November

Al dente, an exhibition by Rigoberto Mena and Alexander García, who are
both remarkable exponents of abstract art in Cuba. While Mena occupies the
walls with canvases and works on paper based on photographs taken in the
streets of New York, Alejandro García leans and even stacks over 100 works
on those same walls that tour, trying to re-semanticize them and attain threedimensionality with this peculiar layout •

Divertimentos is a collection of acrylics by painter Pedro de Oraá, one of
the most faithful and significant representatives of abstract art in Cuba,
National Visual Arts Prizewinner 2015. On this occasion, he will exhibit 23
medium and large paintings featuring an interesting color treatment. The
artist has said that for this work, he was inspired by the bedspreads that his
grandmother used to make out of pieces of cloth from old clothes •

PALACIO DEL MARQUÉS DE ARCOS

ALIANZA FRANCESA

Plaza de la Catedral, La Habana Vieja

Prado y Trocadero, Centro Habana

Throughout November

Muestra transitoria, exhibition of the latest paintings from the collection
of the Office of the City Historian acquired in 2016 and 2017, including
works by Cuban and international artists like Victor Manuel García, Esteban
Chartrand, Jean Baptiste Vermay and Valetín Sanz Carta, among others •

Through November 19

Orquestar mis ritmos, by Yomer Montejo Harrys, exhibits symbolic Cuban
musical instruments intervened through modern techniques •
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CASTLE IN THE CLOUDS,
A MEDIEVAL MANSION IN CUBA
A beautiful hotel with outstanding views of Soroa’s forests. A
peaceful, romantic and luxury retreat — ideal for escaping stressful
city life.
Enjoy the heights of El Fuerte Hill, walk to the largest orchid garden in
Cuba, and embrace Cuba’s lush nature.
Exclusive access through Cuba Travel Network

US - sales.us@cubatravelnetwork.com | 1 800 282 2468 (Toll Free)
Europe - sales.europe@cubatravelnetwork.com | +31 (0)20 794 7962
Asia - sales.asia@cubatravelnetwork.com | 1800 198 150 (Toll Free)
Rest of the world - sales.cu@cubatravelnetwork.com | +53 (0)7 214 0090
CubaTravelNetwork.com
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Fototeca de Cuba
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PHOTOGRAPHY
The best photography exhibitions

FOTOTECA DE CUBA
Mercaderes 307 e/ Muralla y Teniente Rey, Plaza Vieja, La
Habana Vieja
T: 7801 8530

CASA DE ARTES Y TRADICIONES CHINAS
Salud 313 e/Gervasio y Escobar, Centro Habana

CENTRO DE DESARROLLO DE LAS ARTES
VISUALES
San Ignacio y Teniente Rey, La Habana Vieja
T: 7862 5279, 7862 9295 y 7862 3533

MUSEO NACIONAL DE BELLAS ARTES
(EDIFICIO DE ARTE CUBANO)
Trocadero e/ Monserrate y Zulueta, La Habana Vieja
T: 7862 0140, 7861 5777

FÁBRICA DE ARTE CUBANO
Calle 26 esq. a 11, El Vedado
T: 7838-2260

MUSEO DEL RON HAVANA CLUB
Avenida del Puerto 262 e/ Luz y Sol, La Habana Vieja
T: 7861 8051

Throughout November

NOVIEMBRE FOTOGRÁFICO, Since 2008, an entire
month has been devoted to Cuban photography.
The event aims to combine the efforts of all art
institutions and galleries in the capital to promote
Cuban photography and photographers. Every
year, the event celebrates the anniversary of the
city (November 16) with a city-wide photo festival
that gathers the various photography exhibitions
located in galleries and cultural centers in the city.
Ancillary activities include lectures, round tables
and the presentation of photographic projects •
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MULTICINE INFANTA
Calzada de Infanta e/ San Miguel y Neptuno,
Centro Habana

RUSSIAN FILM WEEK
Nov 1: El tigre blanco / El fin de
San Petersburgo
Nov 2: Aula especial / Lenin. El tren
Nov 3: Rompehielos / Lenin. El tren
Nov 4: El legendario No. 17 / Rojos
Nov 5: Esclava del amor

LUIS OSPINA: FROM CALIWOOD
TO HAVANA
November 1-5

Columbian film show featuring films
by directors Ospina, Andrés Caicedo
and Carlos Mayolo. On November
4, Ospina will present his film Todo
comenzó por el fin •
BELGIAN FILM SHOW
November 8-12

Homage to the Dardenne brothers,
renowned Belgian filmmakers, with
the screening of the films El niño de
la bicicleta; Dos días, una noche; El
silencio de Lorna and El niño •
The movie El techo (On the Roof), debut feature by Patricia
Ramos, won two awards at the 25th Providence Latin
American Film Festival in Rhode Island, United States:
Best Director for Ramos and Best Actress for Andrea
Doimeadiós.
Ramos also won the New Director Prize and the film won
the award for Best Ensemble Cast at the 31st Wine Country
Film Festival of California.

In addition, El techo brought home two awards from the
Trinidad and Tobago Film Festival: Best Feature Film –
Narrative, and Best film from the youth jury.
It was also the winner of the Jury Award for Best Narrative
Feature at the 20th Cine Las Americas International Film
Festival, Austin, Texas •

VENEZUELAN FILM WEEK
November 15-19 •
DISCOVERING POLISH
FILMMAKER LECH MAJEWSKI
November 15-19 •
ITALIAN CULTURE WEEK
November 22-30 •
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PLAZA DE ARMAS
La Habana Vieja

November 15 & 16, 8 pm

Havana portals. Around 100 photos
of historical portals in Havana,
dating from 1900-1930, taken
from the book Havana Revisited:
An Architectural Heritage by
photographer and art historian
Cathryn Griffith, will be projected
on one of the walls of the Castillo
de la Real Fuerza •

GRAN TEATRO DE LA HABANA
ALICIA ALONSO
Prado 458 e/ San José y San Rafael, La
Habana Vieja
T: 7863 6690

Through November 24

CASA OSWALDO GUAYASAMÍN

Homenaje, exhibition by Eric
Politzer and Ramsés Batista, is
a collection of photographs of
dancers taken at the Gran Teatro,
both on stage and in other rooms
of the theater, well as outside the
magnificent building •

Obrapía entre Oficios y Mercaderes, La
Habana Vieja
T: 7861 3843

Throughout November

Klaus Mettig. Exhibition of works
by the renowned German artist
and photographer •
GALERÍA VILLA MANUELA

GALERÍA MARIANO RODRÓGUEZ

CASA JUAN GUALBERTO GÓMEZ

CASA DEL ALBA CULTURAL

Calle H No. 406 e/ 17 y 19, El Vedado

Calle 78 e/ Central y Final, Villa Panamericana

Empedrado e/ Aguiar y Cuba, La Habana Vieja

Línea 556 esq. a D, El Vedado

T: 7832 2391

T: 7766 0826

T: 7866 4114

T: 7833 2151 y 7833 2153

Opens November 4

Espacios vivenciales, exhibition of
works by Cuban photographer José
Julián Martí •

Opens November 12

III Salón de Fotografía del Cuerpo.
Dedicated to artist Cirenaica Moreira,
the exhibition’s main theme is “The
body as self-representation.” •

Throughout November

Through November 11

Escenas
seculares,
by
Cuban Tributo, group show dedicated to
photographer
Héctor
Rodríguez, Ernesto “Che” Guevara •
exhibits 20 works that illustrates
fragments of Havana and its characters•
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Driving around the island is a great
way to discover places off the tourist
trail helping you make the most of
your trip to Cuba.
It’s always a good idea to make
reservations in advance, especially
during the months September
to December. Right now we have
vehicle availability for that date.
By doing so you’ll save time and
avoid wasting days of your vacation
looking for a car available for rent.
This is the best time to review our
offers and book the car that best
suits your itinerary.
Guaranteed from now for your
Cuba vacation!

CubaTravelNetwork.com

US - sales.us@cubatravelnetwork.com | 1 800 282 2468 (Toll Free)
Europe - sales.europe@cubatravelnetwork.com | +31 (0)20 794 7962

Asia - sales.asia@cubatravelnetwork.com | 1800 198 150 (Toll Free)
Rest of the world - sales.cu@cubatravelnetwork.com | +53 (0)7 214 0090
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EVENTS AND FESTIVALS IN CUBA
The best events happening around Cuba
HAVANA
November 12-17

ENCUENTRO MUNDIAL DE BAILADORES Y ACADEMIAS DE BAILE DE CASINO Y
SALSA BAILA EN CUBA
The most awaited event for casino lovers and salsa around the world comes to its
twelfth edition. Known as the Dance in Cuba World Meeting of Casino and Salsa
Dancers and Academies, the event will bring together more than 700 salsa musicians
from more than 45 countries, and will offer the opportunity to become acquainted
with Cuban salsa and other rhythms through classes and workshops taught by
professors of the University of Arts. The event will be dedicated this year to the
influence of Spanish dance on Cuban dances. The teaching program includes three
hours of classes in the morning and two in the afternoon. The morning workshops
will focus on different rhythms and their fusion with popular Cuban dance music
such as Danzon, Son, Mambo, Chachachá, Rumba, Arará, Flamenco, Güiro, Congo
Dances, Santería Dances, Abakuá Dances, Chancleta, French-Haitian Dances, and
peasant dances from different regions of Cuba. The afternoon shifts will always be
dedicated to casino dancing, except Wednesdays afternoon that will be free •
CENTRO CULTURAL
ENGUAYABERA
Calle 162 #171, e/ 7ma A y 7ma B, Zona 10,
Alamar

SALÓN ROSADO DE LA TROPICAL
Ave. 41 y Calle 46, Playa

ESCUELA NACIONAL DE ARTE
Calle 134 #2101 e/ 21 y 21 A, Cubanacán,
Playa

Centro Cultural
Enguayabera
November 12, 10 am.
Opening gala. Salsa bands Bamboleo and
Alain Daniel; Habana Compás Dance fusion
dance company.

Salón Rosado de La Tropical
November 13, 10 pm-1 am
Reinier Mariño, Manolito Simonet y su
Trabuco, Pupy y los que Son Son

November 14, 10 pm-1 am
NG la Banda, Havana de Primera (subject
to changes) and Cuban Television Dance
Company
November 15, 10 pm-1 am
Pachito Alonso y sus Kini Kini, Maikel
Blanco y su Salsa Mayor, Irene Rodríguez
Dance Company

November 16, 10 pm-1 am
Adalberto Álvarez y su Son, Haila María
Mompié y su grupo, Elito Revé y su
Charangon
November 17, 1010 pm-1 am
Farewell party. Paulo FG y su Élite, Van Van
(subject to changes)
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EVENTS AND FESTIVALS IN CUBA
The best events happening around Cuba
EXPOCUBA
Carretera del Rocío km3,
Calabazar, Arroyo Naranjo

Through November 3
FERIA INTERNACIONAL DE LA HABANA

This is the main comprehensive trade fair in Cuba and the Caribbean, and
one of the most representative in Latin America. The 35th will be attended by
around 3,000 exhibitors from over 60 countries. The fair will also be attended
by 37 top-ranking governmental delegations of trading partners of Cuba.
All sectors of the Cuban economy come together in a perfect setting for
exhibitors and visitors to make business contacts •

HAVANA
November 19

MARABANA

The Marabana, or Havana Marathon, contains both a Marathon (42 km)
and Half Marathon (21 km) in a circuit around the most central avenues
in Havana, including the Malecón, the Nacional Hotel, Revolution Square,
Sports City and many other emblematic spots in Havana. It starts and finishes
in Old Havana, on Prado Street, right across the Capitolio Building and the
Gran Teatro Nacional Alicia Alonso. Both routes are AIMS and IAAF certified.
The Marabana Marathon is an important example of the participatory spirit
of the Cuban people and the world, who get together one day of the year and
give free rein to their love for sports •
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The best events happening around Cuba
SANTIAGO DE CUBA
November 8-11
IV CONCURSO DE MÚSICA POPULAR ELECTO ROSELL (CHEPÍN) IN-MEMORIAM

The Electo Rosell “Chepín” Popular Music Competition pays homage to Cuban
music legend Electo “Chepín” Rosell (1907-1984), violinist, band leader and
composer of anthological themes such as “Murmullo,” “Bodas de Oro” and
“El platanal de Bartolo.” The event seeks to encourage musical composition,
and to promote Cuban music and its musicians in genres such as danzón, son,
guaracha, bolero, criolla, guajira and rumba. The competition is always held
to include November 9, birthday of the unforgettable Electo “Chepín” Rosell •

CIEGO DE ÁVILA
Through November 5

VII JORNADA TEATRAL TÍTERES AL
CENTRO

This Puppet Theater Festival,
organized and held by young
puppeteers in Cuba, is geared
towards children, teenagers and
adults. Although its main venue is
the Abdala Theater, performances
will also take place in rural schools,
special education schools, public
spaces and hard-to-reach locations.
The event will close with a continuous
presentation of puppet shows all
along the boulevard in the city of
Ciego de Ávila in what will be known
as The Longest Puppet Night •

SANTA CLARA
November 15-18

XXI FESTIVAL DE ROCK CIUDAD METAL

A heavy metal festival organized by
the Mejunje Cultural Center. Fans from
all over the Island travel to the city of
Santa Clara in the central province
of Villa Clara for four concert-packed
days •
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HAVANA MOVIE THEATERS
December 1-10

FESTIVAL INTERNACIONAL DEL NUEVO CINE
LATINOAMERICANO
Since December 3, 1979, Havana has been the venue of
the International Festival of New Latin American Cinema,
which has served as a launch pad for Latin American
cinematography and become one of the leading film festivals
in the region. Awards are given in categories that include
animation, documentary, fiction, first work, unpublished
script and poster, as well as direction, screenplay, actor,
actress, art direction, photography, music, film editing and
sound. Numerous professional workshops and seminars also
take place during the festival, plus much awaited screenings
of international contemporary cinema. •

HAVANA
December 5-17

PABEXPO
Calle 17 e/ 174 y 184, Siboney, Playa
T: 7271 0758/6614/3670

FERIA INTERNACIONAL DE ARTESANÍA FIART 2017
The International Craft Fair offers multiple spaces for
promoting and selling the works of Cuban artisans-artists
and from other countries, mainly from Latin America.
The fair includes exhibitions and sales, fashion shows,
workshops and concerts during the afternoons and
evenings •
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SANTIAGO DE CUBA
December 6-10

FESTIVAL INTERNACIONAL DE COROS
It was in the Cathedral of Santiago de Cuba where the first
known choral works in Cuba were composed by the Havanaborn Esteban Salas (1725-1803), who served for years as
the cathedral’s chapel master. Honoring this tradition, in
1961, the late Electo Silva, who was for decades director
of Orfeón Santiago, organized the First Choir Festival.
Throughout the years, choral groups from different
countries have also participated in the festival together
with their Cuban counterparts, winners at prestigious
international competitions. An intensive program of
concerts in theatres, schools, factories, hospitals and public
squares characterizes these days in which audiences can
enjoy the best of the repertoires of choral music •
HAVANA
January 17-21, 2018

FESTIVAL INTERNACIONAL JAZZ PLAZA 2016
One of Havana’s most famous music events, the Jazz
Festival is a display of the link between Cuban rhythms
and jazz, which goes back to the late 19th century when
newly freed slaves emigrated to New Orleans. Started in
1979 pretty much as a local event at the Casa de la Cultura
de Plaza, the festival has grown in size and scope with
venues that include several large theatres and nightclubs.
International stars such as Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Haden,
Steve Coleman, Michel Legrand, Ivan Lins and Ronnie Scott
are just a few names in the list of past participants, who,
together with Cubans Chucho Valdés, Gonzalo Rubalcaba,
Bobby Carcassés and Ernán López-Nussa, to mention just a
few, attract fans from all over the world •
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TEATRO EL ARCA
Avenida del Puerto y Obrapía, La Habana Vieja
T: 7861 0568

El patito feo
November 3-4 at 3pm

Performances by the Ucaneller puppet
theater company from Turkey •

Havana’s best
things to do
with the kids

MUSEO DE ARTE COLONIAL
Plaza de la Catedral, La Habana Vieja
T: 7862 6440

Theater for kids
Saturdays and Sundays, 11am

Theater show conducted by Estudio
Teatral Aldaba •
Carlos Acosta

SALA ADOLFO LLAURADÓ

photo: Courtsey of Carlos Acosta

Calle 11 e/ D y E, El Vedado
T: 7832 5373

CINE YARA
Calles L y 23, El Vedado
T: 7832 9430

Sunday morning shows for the
kids
Saturdays and Sundays, 11 am •

Fantasías. Circo Nacional de Cuba
Saturdays & Sundays, 3pm

CENTRO HISPANO AMERICANO
DE CULTURA

Juggling, contortionism, strongman,
equilibrism with objects, dancing with
fire, magic shows and illusionism, and
clowns are some of the attractions
presented by the National Circus in
this regular venue in the center of
Vedado •

Malecón 17 e/ Prado y Genio, Centro Habana
T: 7866 0775

Lo que sabe Alejandra
November 4 at 11 am

Play by the Teatro Pálpito company,
performed by Mónica Martínez and
Claudia Nordelo •
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RESTAURANTS 25

1

CORTE DEL PRÍNCIPE
ITALIAN

2

25 BEST PLACES TO EAT IN HAVANA

Best places to
eat in Havana

LA GUARIDA
CONTEMPORARY FUSION

Sergio’s place. Simple décor but cosy atmosphere, spectacular
homemade food.

Cuba’s best known restaurant. Something of a factory but still
super charming atmosphere and a great overall experience.

Calle 9na esq. a 74, Miramar

Concordia #418 e/ Gervasio y Escobar,
Centro Habana

(+53) 5255 9091

(+53) 7866 9047
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TAPAS BAR
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25 BEST PLACES TO EAT IN HAVANA

4

EL COCINERO
INTERNATIONAL

Cuban hipster place with innovative cocktails and tapas on the
rooftop.

Industrial chic rooftop lounge with a buzzing atmosphere.
Nouvelle cuisine downstairs – we prefer the roof.

O’Reilly #303 e/ Habana y Aguiar, Habana Vieja

Calle 26 e/ 11 y 13, El Vedado

(+53) 7863 0206

(+53) 7832 2355
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25 BEST PLACES TO EAT IN HAVANA

DOÑA EUTIMIA
TRADITIONAL CUBAN

Absolutely charming. Excellent
traditional Cuban cuisine. Can get
very busy.
Callejón del Chorro #60C, Plaza de la
Catedral, Habana Vieja
(+53) 7861 1332, (+53) 5281 5883

6

RÍO MAR
INTERNATIONAL

Contemporary décor. Great sea
view. Good food if a little pricey.
Ave. 3raA y Final #11, La Puntilla, Miramar
(+53) 7209 4838

7

SANTY
SEAFOOD

Worth the trek to Jaimanitas.
An authentic fisherman’s shack
(albeit with a large recent
expansion), servicing quality
seafood.
Calle 240A #3023 esq. a 3ra C, Jaimanitas
(+53) 5286 7039
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EL CAFÉ
CAFÉ

Charming little European style
café with sourdough sandwiches
and breakfast served all day.
Amargura #358 e/ Villegas y Aguacate,
Habana Vieja
(+53) 7861 3817

9

STARBIEN
CONTEMPORARY CUBAN

Calm quality place in a beautiful
old Vedado mansion. We love the
downstairs terrace. Don’t miss
the tuna or marlin teriyaki.
Calle 29 #205 e/ B y C, El Vedado
(+53) 7830 0711

10

BVCC
INDIAN

Brilliant combination of
authentic and delicious Indian
food and live Cuban jazz music
every night. Cigar friendly.
Tejadillo #24 esq. a Cuba, Habana Vieja
(+53) 7862 7379
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12

VISTAMAR
INTERNATIONAL

CAFÉ LAURENT
INTERNATIONAL

Beautiful penthouse restaurant
with a lovely terrace and decent
food.
Calle M #257 e/ 19 y 21, El Vedado
(+53) 7831 2090

18

NERO DI SEPPIA
ITALIAN

Lamparilla #361 e/ Aguacate y Villegas,
Habana Vieja

San Rafael #469 e/ Lealtad y Campanario,
Centro Habana

(+53) 5289 5324

(+53) 7860 1705

15

OTRA MANERA
INTERNATIONAL

Beautiful modern décor.
Interesting menu and good service.
Calle #35 e/ 20 y 41, Playa.
(+53) 7203 8315

19

CAFÉ BOHEMIA
CAFÉ

(+53) 5478 7871

(+53) 5403 1 8, (+53) 7860 3722

Monserrate #159 e/ Tejadillo y Chacón,
Habana Vieja
(+53) 7867 2450

16

NAZDAROVIE
SOVIET

17

ECLÉCTICO
FUSION, ITALIAN

Well-designed Soviet décor,
excellent food and service from all
corners of the ex-Soviet Union.

Beautiful mansion in the heart of El
Vedado serving excellent food.

Malecón #25 3er piso e/ Prado y Cárcel,
Centro Habana

(+53) 7831 3423, (+53) 5360 0384

Paseo #206, El Vedado

(+53) 7860 2947

San Ignacio #364, Plaza Vieja, Habana Vieja

Vibrant restaurant across the
street from the Granma Memorial.
Nice décor. Fusion Cuban cuisine. AC
for hot days is a plus.

TRADITIONAL CUBAN

Ave. 1ra #2206 e/ 22 y 24, Miramar

Calle 6 #122 e/ 1ra y 3ra Miramar, Playa

INTERNATIONAL

SAN CRISTÓBAL

Deservedly popular. Consistently
great food. Kitsch décor in the
individual rooms.

Bohemian feel. Great sandwiches,
salads & juices.

CHA CHA CHA

TAPAS BAR

14

Friendly spot with creative drinks
and tapas in the middle of old
Havana.

Walter’s place. Great pizza and
salads. Quick and reliably good.

22

LAMPARILLA

25 PLACES TO EAT IN HAVANA

Beautiful sea view from terrace
overlooking pool. Great place for
drinks by the pool at sunset.
(+53) 7203 8328

11

13
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23

LA HABANERA
INTERNATIONAL AND VEGETARIAN

Excellent food and veggie-friendly
menu. Lovely, majestic house.
Calle 16 #506 e/ 7ma y 5ta, Miramar, Playa
(+53) 7202 9941

20

EL ATELIER
EXPERIMENTAL FUSION

Interesting décor, interesting menu
inside colonial Vedado mansion,
preferred by large groups.
Calle 5ta e/ Paseo y 2, El Vedado
(+53) 7836 2025

24

TIEN TAN MIRAMAR
CHINESE

The most popular place among
Chinese community. This is a little
upscale to its sister restaurant in
Barrio Chino.
Calle 44 #4406 e/ 3ra & 5ta, Miramar
(+53) 7206 2543

21

BELLA CIAO
HOMELY ITALIAN

Great service and good prices. A
real home from home.
Calle 19 y 72, Playa
(+53) 7206 1406

25

CASA NOSTRA
ITALIAN

Family restaurant in a residential
house offers great pizza. Also
worth trying newly added
hamburgers to the menu.
Calle 9na #13001 esq. a 130, Playa
(+53) 7208 4619
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The Collection by Pullman
Unique & Exclusive, only in Cayo Coco
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Havana’s best
bars and clubs

TRENDING
BARS
SIÁ KARÁ CAFÉ
Charming bohemian bar where
Paris meets Havana.
Barcelona esq. a Industria, Centro Habana
(+53) 7867 4084
www.siakaracafe.com

KING’S BAR
Popular night spot for locals.
Thursdays and Fridays also live
music.

Laid-back contemporary bar with a
real buzz in the back beer garden.
Calle 10 #510 e/ 5ta y 31, Miramar
(+53) 7836 3031

Havana’s best bars and clubs

BEST BARS WITH
LIVE MUSIC

CORNER CAFÉ

EFE BAR

Great live music every day, very
popular among locals. Good
tapas.

Currently hot bar with live music
and DJs

Calle 23 #667 e/D y E, El Vedado

Calle B y 1ra, El Vedado

(+53) 584 3229

(+53) 7833 0556

(+53) 7837 1220

www.kingbarhavana.com

ESPACIOS

magazine

O’REILLY 304

PAZILLO
new

Calle 23 y F, El Vedado

FAC
FÁBRICA DE ARTE CUBANO

This literally is an art factory–
multiple art galleries and endless
performance venues. There are
several bars and a newly opened
restaurant. Check website for FAC’s
opening and closing schedules

Trendy little tapas bar with
innovative cocktails. Don’t miss
the fresh fruit daiquiris.

Recently opened bar and restaurant
with fresh design offers live music
every day at 9:30 pm except on
Tuesdays

O’Reilly #304 e/ Habana y Aguiar, Habana Vieja

Calle 5ta #604 e/ 4 y 6, El Vedado

Calle 26 e/ 11 y 13, El Vedado

(+53) 7835 1106

(+53) 5329 6325

(+53) 7863 0206, (+53) 5264 4725

www.fac.cu
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BEST CLUBS
SARAO’S BAR

FANTAXY BAR

Modern white bar in Vedado with
live concerts.

Hot bar/lounge frequented
mostly by fashionable
Cubans.

Calle 17 esq. a E, El Vedado

Calle 7ma A e/ 70 y 66, Miramar

(+53) 7832 0433

BOLABANA
Popular bar with music where
everyone ends up dancing.
Calle 39 e/ 48 y 50, Playa

magazine

Havana’s best bars and clubs

SANGRI-LA
Basement bar/club that gets packed by
locals especially on weekends.
Great for hanging out with the cool
kids of the Havana Farándula in the most
popular bar/club.
Ave. 21 e/ 36 y 42, Miramar
(+53) 5359 6517
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TRADITIONAL

BARS

SLOPPY JOE’S BAR

EL FLORIDITA

Beautifully renovated. Full of
history. Popular. Lacks a little
‘grime’.

Hemingway’s daiquiri bar. Touristy
but always full of life, good place
to cool off. Great cocktails.

Ánimas esq. a Zulueta, Habana Vieja

Obispo #557 esq. a Monserrate, Habana Vieja

(+53) 7866 7157

(+53) 7867 1299

CERVECERÍA
Antiguo Almacén de la Madera y
del Tabaco

Microbrewery in old warehouse
overlooking the restored docks.
Simply brilliant.
Avenida del Puerto y San Ignacio,
La Habana Vieja

MONSERRATE BAR
Classic Cuban bar with high ceilings
where you can always chat with
random people popping in and out.
Monserrate esq. a Obrapía, La Habana Vieja
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VISTAMAR POOL
Tranquility by the sea at this 1950s
villa with a beautiful pool.
Ave. 1ra #2206 e/ 22 y 24, Miramar
(+53) 7203 8328

magazine
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BELLA HABANA POOL BAR
The best place for a sunset drink
overlooking Old Havana is this brand new
and chic 5* hotel roof. Steeply priced.
Gran Hotel Manzana Kempinski La Habana
San Rafael e/ Monserrate y Zulueta, Habana Vieja
(+53) 7869 9100

LA GUARIDA
ROOFTOP BAR
Great cocktail bar overlooking
Centro Habana rooftops and the
sea.
Concordia #418 e/ Gervasio y Escobar, Centro
Habana

H. NACIONAL TERRACE
The garden terrace overlooking the
Malecón in this historic hotel is the best
place for the late afternoon mojito.
Calle 21 y O, El Vedado
(+53) 7836 3564

(+53) 7866 9047
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SIMPLY THE BEST
IBEROSTAR
PARQUE CENTRAL
Luxury hotel overlooking Parque Central
Neptuno e/ Prado y Zulueta, Habana Vieja
(+53) 7860 6627

GRAN HOTEL MANZANA
KEMPINSKI LA HABANA
True five-star lux hotel in the heart of Old
Havana, opened in June 2017.
San Rafael e/ Monserrate y Zulueta, Habana Vieja

SANTA ISABEL
Luxurious historic mansion facing
Plaza de Armas.
Baratillo #9 e/ Obispo y Narciso López, Habana Vieja
(+53) 7860 8201

SARATOGA
Stunning view from roof-top pool.
Beautiful décor.
Paseo del Prado #603 esq. a Dragones,
Habana Vieja
(+53) 7868 1000

(+53) 7869 9100

TERRAL
Wonderful ocean front location, modern
with only 14 rooms. Opened in 2012.
Malecón esq. a Lealtad, Centro Habana
(+53) 7862 8061, (+53) 7860 2100

Havana’s
BEST
HOTELS
nov 2017 86

Family or business travelers,
no distinctions in Melia city hotels
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BOUTIQUE HOTELS IN OLD HAVANA
FLORIDA
Beautifully restored colonial
house.
Obispo #252, esq. a Cuba, Habana Vieja
(+53) 7862 4127

PALACIO MARQUÉS DE
SAN FELIPE Y SANTIAGO
DE BEJUCAL

HOSTAL VALENCIA
Immensely charming, great
value.

Cuban baroque meets modern
minimalism

Oficios #53 esq. a Obrapía, Habana Vieja

Oficios #152 esq. a Amargura, Habana Vieja

(+53) 7867 1037

CONDE DE VILLANUEVA
Delightfully small and intimate. For
cigar lovers.
Mercaderes #202 esq. a Lamparilla, Habana Vieja
(+53) 7862 9293

(+53) 7864 9191

BUSINESS HOTELS
MELIÁ COHÍBA
H10 HABANA
PANORAMA

MEMORIES
MIRAMAR

Cascades of glass. Good wi-fi.
Modern.

Good value, large spacious
modern rooms.

Ave. 3ra. y 70, Miramar

Ave. 5ta. e/ 70 y 72, Miramar

(+53) 7204 0100

(+53) 7204 3583

MELIÁ HABANA
Attractive design & extensive
facilities.
Ave. 3ra y 70, Miramar
(+53) 5204-8500

Oasis of polished marble and
Professional calm.
Ave Paseo e/ 1ra y 3ra, El Vedado
(+53) 7833 3636

FOUR POINTS
BY SHERATON
The only hotel managed by
a US brand sits opposite
Havana’s Trade Center in its
Miramar district.
Avenida 5ta A e/ 76 y 80, Miramar
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FOR A SENSE OF HISTORY
AMBOS MUNDOS

MERCURE SEVILLA

HOTEL NACIONAL

HABANA RIVIERA
BY IBEROSTAR

A must for Hemingway aficionados.

Stunning views from the roof
restaurant.

Calle Obispo #153 esq. a Mercaderes,

Trocadero #55 e/ Prado y Zulueta,

Habana Vieja

Habana Vieja

(+53) 7860 9529

(+53) 7860 8560

Eclectic art-deco
architecture.
Gorgeous gardens
overlooking the Malecón.
Calle O esq. a 21, El Vedado
(+53) 7835 3896

After a major renovation and new
management under Iberostar this
hotel was reopened in September
2017. Spectacular views over wavelashed Malecón.
Paseo y Malecón, El Vedado
(+53) 7836 4051

BUDGET HOTELS
BOSQUE

DEAUVILLE

SAINT JOHN’S

VEDADO

COMODORO

On the banks of the Río
Almendares.

Lack of pretension, great
location.

Lively disco, tiny quirky
pool. Popular.

Good budget option with a
bit of a buzz.

On the seafront in the
residential area of Miramar.

Calle 28-A e/ 49-A y 49-B, Reparto
Kohly, Playa

Galiano e/ San Lázaro y Malecón,
Centro Habana

Calle O e/ 23 y 25, El Vedado

Calle O e/ 23 y 25, El Vedado

Ave. 3ra esq. a 84, Miramar

(+53) 7204 9232

Habana

(+53) 7833 3740

(+53) 7836 4072

(+53) 7204 5551

(+53) 7866 8812
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H ava n a ’ s
best
p r i va t e
places to
s ta y

SUEÑO CUBANO

Mid range - Casa Particular (B&B)
1932

Habana

Visually stunning, historically
fascinating. Welcoming.

Beautiful colonial townhouse with great
location.

Campanario #63 e/ San Lázaro y Laguna, Centro
Habana

Calle Habana #209, e/ Empedrado, y Tejadillo, Habana Vieja.

(+53) 7-863-6203

(+53) 7-861-0253

Julio y Elsa
Cluttered bohemian feel. Hospitable.
Consulado #162 e/ Colón y Trocadero, Centro Habana
( +53) 7-861-8027
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Up-scale B&Bs (Boutique hostals)
Sueño cubano
Old palace carefully restored, seven
rooms, suites with bathrooms and
featuring 24 hour service.

LA RESERVA VEDADO

Paseo 206

5 luxurious rooms in a renovated colonial mansion
. The tropical garden in the courtyard, ideal to eat,
drink and relax.

Incredible boutique hotel and restaurant.
Luxury and comfort combined.
Paseo, 206 – Vedado.

Calle Santa Clara número 66 entre Oficios e Inquisidor.
Habana Vieja

Calle 2 entre 21 y 23 numero 508. Vedado, La

53 78660109 / 39 339 1817730

manager@lareservavedado.com

(+53) 7 8313423, (+53) 5 3600384

Habana
(53) 7 8335244
http://lareservavedado.com/

Apartment rentals
Bohemia Boutique
Apartments
Gorgeous 1-bedroom apartment beautifully
decorated apartment overlooking Plaza
Vieja.
San Ignacio #364 e/ Muralla y Teniente Rey,
Plaza Vieja
(+53) 5- 403-1 568

Tropicana Penthouse

Suite Havana

A luxurious penthouse with huge roof terrace
and breath-taking 360 degree views of Havana and
the ocean.

Elegant 2-bedroom apartment in restored
colonial building. Quality loft style décor.

Galiano #60 Penthouse Apt.10 e/ San Lázaro y Trocadero
(+53) 5-254-5240

Lamparilla #62 altos e/ Mercaderes y San Ignacio, Habana
Vieja

www.tropicanapenthouse.com

(+53) 5-829-6524

(+53) 7-836-6567

www.havanabohemia.com
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Luxury Neptuno Apartment
Luxury 2-bedroom apartment. Incredible
view of the sea and whole city. 7th floor
with elevator. Internet access.
The best: Look at the city from above, the central location and
have a sunset drink on the balcony.
Do not miss: Luxury apartment recently decorated with Cuban
contemporary style. Air conditioning and Internet access
Neptuno #1003 apartamento 30 e/ Espada y Hospital.
Centro Habana.
(+53) 5-2955761
malicortes@gmail.com
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Sueño Cubano

Mid range - Casa Particular (B&B)
1932
Visually stunning, historically
fascinating. Welcoming.
Campanario #63 e/ San Lázaro y Laguna,
Centro Habana
(+53) 7-863-6203

Miramar 301
Luxury House

4 bedrooms private luxury villa
with swimming pool

Habana
Beautiful colonial townhouse with
great location.

Julio y Elsa
Cluttered bohemian feel.
Hospitable.

Calle Habana #209, e/ Empedrado, y Tejadillo,
Habana Vieja.
(+53) 7-861-0253

Consulado #162 e/ Colón y Trocadero, Centro
Habana
( +53) 7-861-8027

Up-scale B&Bs (Boutique hostals)
Sueño cubano

Old palace carefully restored,
seven rooms, suites with
bathrooms and featuring 24 hour
service.
Calle Santa Clara número 66 entre Oficios e
Inquisidor. Habana Vieja
53 78660109
39 339 1817730

LA RESERVA VEDADO
5 luxurious rooms in a renovated
colonial mansion . The tropical
garden in the courtyard, ideal to
eat, drink and relax.
Calle 2 entre 21 y 23 numero 508.
Vedado, La
Habana
manager@lareservavedado.com
(53) 7 8335244
http://lareservavedado.com/

Vitrales

Hospitable, attractive and reliable
boutique B&B with 9 bedrooms.
Habana #106 e/ Cuarteles y Chacón, Habana
Vieja
(+53) 7-866-2607

Paseo 206

Incredible boutique hotel and
restaurant. Luxury and comfort
combined.
Paseo, 206 – Vedado. (+53) 7 8313423, (+53) 5
3600384
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